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whKh 'lepublican Deficit to Amount to the Enor-1.11T hut'
1)"46111M of $44,045.36---Recommends the City
launf
the night the Public Buildings and Erect
Two More Market Houses
pay accounts allowed,  $23.50-70
Johnson, judgment  5.006-66
due Kra. Pur year .  7.000.00
fire department, 12 months tits, .  .  3,7oo.00




•Ths, tiva I message of Mayor
4.er. read so the council last night
catains seine startling figures and
bolas that the defies left by the re-
ablicets general council instead of
ataatit $23,000 Is in reality
45.36, and will prove quite
I•itise to the people.
•c full text ut the meanie is as
Paducah, .Kentucky, January 7. tgo6.
. the General Council, City of Padu.
cah. Kentucky.
' .tlernea.--
Xt.. thie.,the initial meetiog of .the credit to our city. It hal been a
source of some revenue to the cityi
but owing to improvements and ex-
tensions, also a cause qf much ex-
peuse this year. I would be glad ii
some further improvements could he
made, but think it well to postpone
these edditional improvements until
.1, alto ugh differing at times about 
some future t me .
attelloi public pol.cy; I believe The market house is in good condi-
lt
y have acted consciencsously for
city s interest. as they *tie it. but
makers of municipal bison, in
Cab, their actions belong to the
att. YOU, gentkmen who profit by
• experience of them and their pre-
cessors should be better equipped
to look aftes the people's intereslo
nd make this not only the most
•rogressive city west of Louiselte
ut One of the up-to-date cities of
he South.
One of the first and most import-
- t matters to confront this general
• ..-cil is the apportionment ord.n-
ce I recommend that you try not
• "much to wake the apportionments
so as to make the tax levy low.
to aim especially to give a good
nest administration, and make,
apportionment ordnance corn-
. surate with the neede of the &f-
t, departments of the city; elso
contemplated improvements. and
•cient to keep the improvements
• g ahead that have been started.
.e sewer system, as begun by
r predeceesors, is to be corn-
tided, and should be continued un-
the whole city is seecred. there-
making it a healthy desirable place
Live. This would entail heavy ex-
, but health is always to be con-
fetti above money.
# e sidewalks. curbs and gutters of
city should be reconstructed as
as practicable, with concrete, or
club and gutter, stone curb, brick
ters on concrete foundations,
'ally the curbs . and gutters.
. gieing better drainage, and
'ent apportionment should be
to keep streets repaved and
• ghly cleaned in accordance
the request of the board of pub-
orks hereto attached. 1
e city has . reeitntly installed
w system of street hefting which
gird a, yet in the experimental
, but from present indications
•••sies to be entirely satisfactory.
re 111 StIll a demand for more
- s, and a few additional ones
p id be added, but not to the ex-
t requested, for many unreason-
de requests.. e-Made for lights,
re thinly..piapokatode‘pititions of
he city do not need them. A sy•-
et of incandesemt lighting should
e put in fortheritilteng of the tiff-
trent buildings; of *the city, and to
hat extent reduce the expense of the
ights for the different city depart-
ents. I favor commercial lighting.
0* this cannot be done, without a
Ote -of the people authorizing the
issual of the bonds for such purposes.
yet it is within your power to levy
suffiCent funds to furnish lights for
the city's own mice. ..
The fire deoartinest are oirst close
in every particular.4It would be glad
to aeisoan extension in the fire sys-
tot/. but do not believe the' city svill
o in cooeition his year to bead
'ells. te t% stations., but the' present
440145-36
the year leek was as iollows:
e floating debt at the beginning of /IN OLD F._
,ehllsspptayiable for Rittrside
 4- • •$3,100.00 
ASHIONED EXPECT DECISION
r, I would respectfully present to
•i• nonocable body such matters as
• ,'o especial interest to the welfare
continued prosperity \and ad-
eiscetneat of our beautiful city.
The relations between the outgoing
rd esid myself has been very pleas-
state of eflicieticy in thi• department
should be kept up.
The police department was reduced
by ordinance in the past year, very
much to the detr.ment of the city
The last legislature passed a law
fixing the number of police and
officers, and the police force Ims been
increased to the required number,
thereby adding greatly to the protec-
tion of life and property. I sincerely
trust that the police and fire corn-
mieaioners will have your hearty co-
operation by ordinance if necessary,
in maleng this a metropolitan and
up-to-date police system.
The city hospital is a very great
tion and has been conducted in a
successful manner, but on account of
the city's increase in population. I
would recommend that steps be taken
to establish two lien market houses.
one in the North and one in the
Southern portion of the city
There should ibe an early passage
of an ordinance to improve Broadway
in the same manner that Jefferson
street has recently been improved.
with coacrete sidewalks, curb% and
gutters, from where the present Ike
improvements cease to the city limits
at asth street. This is a very much
needed improvement. end I do trust
you will order it to be done at once
There is a great scarcity of outlets
South of Broadway to Island Creek
People eanside of the city hate troutak
getting out, and those outside getting
in, in having to go in a round-about-
way. recommend that more street!.
be opened ond that you also require
the railroad company to build a
viaduct over Tennessee street, as
there is a vast amount of travel, and
R has been tbe scene of several ac:
cidents. It is a very diangerous pl
and the improvements I suggest are
very much needed for the protection
of life.
The bridge over Island Creek at
Fourth street should be repaired,
which can be done understand at
a co.t of about $3,0oo
I further recommend that you pur-
chase utder the direction of the
board of park commissioners, o
quantity of land for a large park
ontside of the city .limits. Such. a
purchase is necessary to meet the
demands of our increasing population,
and as land adjacent to the city i.
Globe Bank 1, . i,o85.00 WILD WESTERNBills payable 'Karnesil note,
Bills payable Langstaff-Orm
Manufacturing cornetasty... 1.9543.i r
New Cemetery . 3,003-00 i
Bills payable J. D. Potter,
Total 49040.1 1
And a balance on '. 1ibrary lot.
eosin) all of which has been paid.
The' apportionment statement shows
many accounts oveedrawp; the lead-
ing ones beng the street; department
for $7,776.71, caused by tits council
cutting down the appropriation asked
for by the board of public works,
from $28,000 to $t8,0c40.
Riverside hospital was overdrawn
$6,053.47 by reason of many improve-
ments being ordered and paid for,
that were not contemplated in the be-
ginning of the year. No provisions
were made for meeting the expenses
of coats and suits account, which has
amounted to $7,608.24, and other ac-
counts that show for themselves, leav-
ing as the floating debt account fu;
the new year, 1907, the following -
Borrowed Money December sz. igall.
Bills payable, to pay ac-
counts allowed.... ...... $13.558.70
Account Cormelia Johnson,
-judgment  koo666
Purchase money due Mt '
Puryear  7.000.00
Account hose for fire depact-
wont. 12 mouths 1,70000
Btlance claim due by'
eral Electric company  3,780.0o
Total $44.045 36. •
•
•• Provisions will have to be made by
the incoming council to meet this
expense in addition to the regular op-
eratng expenses and fixed charges on
the city for tke coming year. which
will merit your most careful conside
eration.
ll your attention to the various
te hereto attached and recono
Mend elite- careful consideration be
given tb suggestions submitted by the
city engineer and board of public
works. Their reports are very com-
plete in detail. The effic ency of the
street, sewer and the light department
add much to the well being and
fort of our citizens. A well li=1
city is a great help in the matteeutl
police protection,
There should be an ordinance
passed in regard to the construction
of buildings, and a building inspector
appo nted to see that the law govern-
ing such construction be complied
with The mayor's me' sage and at-
tached reports should be published in
pamphlet form, in accordance with
the requirements of the charter.
kfoping that ne will work faithfully,
cbuscientiously and harmoniously to-
gether, giving to Paducah and her
citizen. ow- eau best ablity. I re-
Main,
Very respectfully.





BOLD BANDITS BOARD TROL-








Col. VanW4Igule Caught by Flood*
and Made OnlY Forty Miles
in Seven Hours. '
'Every few miles in Southern 1111-
noiesfan be seen vast floods of water
OF COURSE "ESCAPE IN THE
DARKNESS"—NEAR ST.
LOUIS, TOO.
rapidly tising in value, you will like e 'kering the folds and roads," stated
Ii not .be in -position. to laisokascias.).--Ceirnel VictittetVatt de Male, the vet-
cheaper 
could be made moon ie at 1134
pe'et.4traln drummer, who yesterday return-in the future. A small
time of the purchase, to be joilnitsed portion of the. etate on the other
ed. from a week's trip through that
by regular yearly payments es the
ground for the Carnegie library,wit 
ode of the river from here. Every
bought and paid for. 
*here the eye can reach are noticed
these flooded places and great incon-
gpportion not less than t 
,ven.i.ence is being met:entered by theThis general council should at once
.1.5430 to.buy reforientv of those counties lord the
Hold-Up Occurred at Crossing Close
to Brooklyn. Ill, at
8:30 O'Clock.
St Louis, Jan ii.—Two masked
men boarded car No. to s of the Tri-
City lines, near the Chicago & East-
ern Illinois railroad crossing, close
to Brooklyn. Ill., at 8.3o o'clock, last
night, commanded the conductor, mo-
torman and eight passengers to hold
up their hands, fired several shots
into the ceiling, robbed the conductor
of $to and the motorman and one
other passenger of small amounts.
and then escaped.
A Pole jumped from the car as the
robbers boarded it. They fired twe
shots at him. 1A'hen the bndits were
going through the pockets of Charles
Mahon. the conductor. Motorman
Purl Smith ran to his comrade's as-
sistance. The robbers fired four shots
at him but none took effect.
The bandits shot the roof of the
car full of holes, used violent and
threatening language, and had the
passengers panic stricken.
The robbers overlooked about $ioc
in the pockets of Conductor Mahon
and $4to which Torn Vincent, one oi
the passengers carried. Sthitles gold
watch was not touched.
The wen demand al.Vigeeut
y. e gave them
di*. and apparently the robbers took







c.a !silver service for the ginhbat,
The water got so high at Murphys-"Paducah," and have it forwarded atas early a date as possible. Thiaa is 
boro. Ill.: that the ,powerhouse was
flooded, and the elecitit _lights hada matter that has been too lo\rig
neglected, and makes one c'tizens ap- 
to all be turned out, it being lespes.
ferred on them by naminglhis •splen, 
sible to operate the power house. At
Shawneetown, Ill.. the people are
pear unappreciative of the honor-xi/to
did craft for our beautiful city:. . 
moving their business
There is on hand to the credit of floor of their buildings, while out of
tosttocheksecoaundhousehold effect's sip in
the sinking fund, ga6,4377.60. Thei Elizabethtown the farmers are so stir-The auditors report shows in detail rounded by water they cannot get toall the official affairs of the city, it town after provisions, and have to beresources and disbursements for ibe sqpplied by the boats which touch theoast year. Comp; Ave apportions leitiik of the trivet running alongsidements and expense. he variottock- ' farm lands. ..
partmen
motorman was relieved of 65
leaving the car the thieve.
ran toward East St: Los4"s, and were
soon lost to sight in the darkniss.
The car had stopped at the cross-
ing, as is the custom of the Tr -City
line. After the robbery the car con-
•tinued on its journey, Motorman
Smith giving the alarm when he
reached the Brooklyn police station.
The robbers wore red handkerchief.
over their jaws It is the opinion of
the East Side police that they are
"amateurs Otherwise they would
have done a •ystematic and complete
jot.
One is described as 5 feet 6 inches
in height. about 22 years old, light
curly hair, weight about 140 pounds.
He wore blue overalls, a black coat
and a high-crown hat with four dents
in it.
The East St Louis police were no-
tified and a detail of police sent out.
They could not find a trace of the
fugitives. Two negroes were arreeted
but they were soon released, as the
conductor and motorman told the
Office,rs positively that the robbers
were tlehite.
There were net walk.? among the
passengers.
ATTORNEYS BELIEVE JUDGE







for new streets. 55.863.54 lea
halanee of bond i ntones., tag,
' • floodsOre so dangerous it took
there ens lel Van de 'Male seven hoers to
if$13.435
$
r7., iaise tot forty miles by rail, the trainsC
5.16- h to run under slow orders to
las been exert sten 'obvia the possibility of running in-
to p cit where the rushing waters
6 ina'yiNk t away the roadbed..5 
;ff.74 5
• '1
TRUSTEE BOYD DIRECTED TO
SELL MOSES SCHWAB
ACCOUNTS.
MILLIONS ARE GIVEN IN TIPS
Referee Will on ant Hear Excep-
tions to Priority Claim in
Gannett Case.
The attorneys believe a decision
will be rendered about the middle or
last of next week by Judge Walter
Esans of the United States court in
Louisville as regards the attempt be-
ing made by the American-German
Ncional bank of this city, to force
E. Rehkopf, inviduaLly. into bank-
ruptcy. Hon. J. S Ross, Hon. Thom-
is Crice and other attoeneys returned
ytsterday morning from Louisville
where they submitted the respective
issues to the judge, who took the sev-
eral thousand pages of depositions
tnd is now reading over them. They
include testimony on ever's, point
b.-might up. and 'it took the attorneys
one month to take the evidence
Nothing is left now except for the
judge to go over the•documents and
form his opinion as to whether the
depositions evidence facts sufficient
to force Mr. Rehkopf into bankruptcy.
Now that thc sttorneys have fin-
ished their long and tedious pretimi-
naries for this lifigation, they have
ample time to rename trying the E.
Rehkopf Saddlery company case be-
fore Referee BagbsiboL:foLoot alta....e
court. The fiestas'
banitruptcy *Mr*, business woeful ap
Through the court. Trustee Cecil
Reed of the firm case was yesterday
ordered by Referee Bagby to sell on
whatever date he desires the type-
writer, desks and other office furniture
and equipment belonging to the firm.
et
Other Bankrupt Cages.
Referee Bagby yesterday directed
Trustee A. E. illoyd of the Moses
Schwab bankrupt proceeding to sell
the $0343 worth ef accounts and notes
'Schwab has on his books The sale
is to be made publicly on the atst
of this month.
The referee has set for bearing on
the 21st Of this month the exceptions
h'ed by the general creditors to the
claim of several other creditors in the
Lankrupt litigation of I.. J. Gossett
cf Gilbertseille. Several parties went
on Gowiett's note at the bank and
had to pay off the notes. These en-i
dersere contend that .to remunerate
them the money they paid the bank
for Gossett that they have a mort-
gege on property giving them priority
in the distribution of Goesett's asset'
Other creditor' contend this mort-
gage is not valid and never given, and
that the bank endorsers should not be
given precedence as regards compar-
ison of their :!aim to the others• .
The referee is also preparing to
hear exception filed to the report of
the trustee showing he had sold Gil-
bertsville lots of ground belonging to
Gossett. --
France is Reported to Be Out $so,-
orio!000 For "Favors" in a Year.
Paris. Jan. 1i—Abroad it is the
mericans who have the name ,for
tog away large suers of money in
aye, but according,to the latest sta-
Plits Frencloned spend yearly no
imutiti swim. It is said that the stun
erupt in tips in France amounts, to
(wee' lisoaaichoco yearly. The Paris-
italAulune spend more than $16,0oo,-
.This 'does nof say that -the
iltsikarn' an "Oyes large tips; but his
Imhit of 4alting "aperitifs" at all hours
of the day necessitate e a tip each
erne. and this mounts up.
Now..
PROPHESIES EARTHOUAKES
IN THE UNITED STATES
.London, January 9.—Hugh Clem-
entS. a London ineteorologiet.
proobeeks that there %ill be further
eartittloaheeii AlTletk:i. on ability 1.!.














Hargis Trial Adjourned &nettle •
Believed That the Trouble.
Ls Over.
Jackson, Ky., Jan. 11 —Sensatime
has follewed sensation in the Hargis
care here, and the climax came last
teght when, it became known thot
John Smith, one of the men indictb*
with Hargis and Callahan for the
murder of De. Cox, had made a writ-
ten confession, which is in the ban&
el the prosecuting attorneys.
In his statement Smith goes est..•
sively Into the details of the alleged
conspiracy to assassinate Dr. .Cols
strongly implicating James Hived?
Ed Callahan and Elbert Hargis. mad
fully corroborates the confession
made some months ago by Asbory
Spicer.
Smith, it is said, has also confess**
t3 complicity in the Cockrell am
Marcum murders, and has given new
details to the commonwealth's attor-
neys
It was reported in Jackson that
John Abner had also declared hi,
tention of telling all that he knows
of the Cox assassination when he is
pfaced on the witness stand
• Tria• ketjourned.
Jackson, Rs. Jan. I.—The excite-
ment which threatened to result in
bloodshed has subsided as (be result
of the ordir issued by the court:of
appeals restrasaing Judge Caniefi
from further proceedings in the Har-
gis caee. and simniCiointr Judge Car-
sr.es to appear before it on Theurer.
Jaftuary 15.
Judge Carnes called tomtit:O. ciir-
moments' this mornint 04—. after
reading the order of the appealtate
judges, adjourned the tribune,.
The cases of Smith, Abner. Flbert
Hargis and Bill Britton were post-
poned until next Friday.
The action of the higher coon was.
a blow to the defendants, though the
attorneys for both sides were great- ,
ly pleased, while the people or the
town are delighted.
Attorney Will A. Yoong stated
after adjournment of cosies yeeteeday
that he as here only in the capacity
of a lawyer, and not to fight or tie
be used as breastworks. and for that 
reasonhe had declined to enter tile
Court room.
Adjt. Gen. Henry Lawrence arrived
here last night to coefee with ..tpeciak
Judge Carnes and look over the focal
situation, but as the courk*gpeata
has granted the common hi it
temporary writ of prokOzipou insc
Judge Carnee, since tee-
quest for troops, the of the
Ad;utant General was in tfAttattner
useless.
Gen. Lawrence w
Jackson. however, b matter
had been presented to teti appellate
court, and was not therefore advisett
CAIM.ISLE SCISOOL of the action moil his arrival in Jack-
MAY BE ABOLISHED eon. He held a conference with Judge
Carnes. . ,
Famous Indian Institution Is Thought -
by Senators.to Be Tun Far
RUSHISICTIPfITNOS.From R
•44-•
, Large Force Put to Work YesterdayWashiogion, D. C.. on Broadway by Car People.lisle' institute is in dens of b
abolished. Time sub-onnstri tee of th
senate committee on Daniel affaire,
which has' the Indian appropriations;
bill under consideration; ha* agreed
to report an amendment striking out
the appropriatihn for ttfie schooL The
reason advanced by Members of the
committee is that a school so far aw y
from Indian reservations is not so
effective as Western eductional :ie,ti-
tutione for the Indians. The sub-
committee are not confident the sen-
ate veil accept the amendment 'to
even that the full committee /Will
follow its suggestions, but the will
make oat effort to have it adopted.
•••••••••••••••
,Vesterday morning the street car
tVaiPaetir i gant to w6k. ,a large force
6i'Oeta• and trite * the old brick'
on 13rdadWity between Fourth and
Filth streete, while this morning they.
mart laying the new ones- in the
South Side, which is the only incom-
plete part of the sqpare. P,%$ tempo-
eary brick were laid whet the Writ-
lithic was taken up and, u1 seetto4
is now in good. peesable'.eondition.
while by this evening •-ihplear line
hopes to have the mare supply of
b:ick laid.
Taking the. statistics for the entire
world four and a half persons to -he
It isn't always the early, bird that thousand are either deaf, durnti, blind
















''The Race and the Witnesses" will
be 'breached on tomorrow morning by
Rev. W. T. 'tolling of the Broadway
Methodist church, while "The Perils
of Old Age" will be his theme for
the evening hour.
Third Street Methodist. .
Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
start Methodist church will tumor-
morning deliver another of his
series of sermons on "The Holy
Spirit" while he has not yet chosen
his theme for the evening hour. He
%sill preach on some phase of the
Holy Spirit for the' next two months.
•
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian.
Rev. J. R. Henry will be in his
',Writ tomorrow morning and evening
at the Kentucky avenue Presbyterian
church.
Trimble Street Methodist.
"The Consecration of The Minis-
try" will be preached on tomorrow
n.orning by Rev. G. W. Banks at
the Trimble street Methodist church.
He has nqt yet selected his theme for
the evening worship.
German Lutheran.
*As Rev. A. C. 111ton goes to the
county to hold services tomorrow
meriting there uill not be any preach-
ing at the church here in the city.
At the evening hour he fills the pul-
pit of the German Lutheran church
South Fourth street.
Second Baptist
Rev. L. G. Graham will preach to-
motrow morning and evening at the
Second Baptist church on South
Ninth street.
At Two Places.
Rev. T. J. Owen uill preach tomor-
row morning at the Little Cypress
Methodist church, and returning to
ells city. fills the Tennessee street
Methodist church pulpit during the
everting.
Mission Minister.
Rev. W. J. Naylor of the Paducah
Missions will preach tomorrow morn-
.ng and night at the Salem Methodist
e'nurch.
North Twelfth Mission.
The North Twelfth street Baptist
Mission church will hold Sunday
school worship tomorrow afternoon
St 3 o'clock.
First Christian.
Sunday school worship and com-
rnrlion services will be held tomor-
row morning at the First Christian
church.
Training Class.
The Sunday school training class
iseets next Monday evening at 7:30
io'clock, at the Grace church parish
toms,, at which time it is dekired that
every Stinday school teacher and
other interested parties be on hand.
STAGE RANTING IS
OUT OF DATE
For some reason or another the
ranter has disappeared from the
fAinercan stage and he has gone his
way unwept, urrhonored and unsung.
says the Louisville Times. There has
succeeded a period of acting of the
impressionistic school. and Arthur
Vs'ing Pinero and Henry Arthur.
Jones, two of the foremost drama-
tists of England, have come to this
country. looked upon the new style
of acting--the '44°7 model t might be
called—and have expressed their sur-
prise and satisiacttion. '
The college plays perhaps more
than any others have exhibited the
• repressed acting at. its finest develop-
ment. In "Brown of Harvard" it
flowered. The young gentlemen who
srrrounded Henry Woodruff in this
• .olay all acted with their hands in
their pockets. They permitted them-
selves no gesticulation. They seemed
to regard the lifted vo cc as vulgar.
They upon unusual occasion conde-
scended to lift an eyebrow or two.
but as for the firmer expression of
emotion one -looked to them in
vain. Now the Indian plays. "The
con:1w M'an." "The Redskin," "As
Told in the Hills," and Others of the
• frontier drama have helped along the
nationlistic movement. Popular su-
perstition nurtured and guided by
those who never have seen the In-
dian in action holds that he is a be-
ing whose impassiveness and stoicism
are his two chief assets. No one.
therefore, expects the stage Indian to
exhibit any emotion, even when he
is being sentenced to death or when
property is being taken from him
by the naleface. And somehow or
another Ili's attribute of dumb and
motionles; resignation held by the
• actors who portray the Indians has
crept into the conduct of thoses
ers that impersonate whites.
They have come to believe that
the show of feeling of any sort is ill
bred or inIrtistic or something that
is drearlitil. so they don't show much.
How they would call down tiie
sl ilittnders upon poor old no-rips
W. Yeete who it-ed to bon--lias• hie
nsay throngli "R:zhard the Th rd" to i soon leaks out.
as during the session there will tx-
eGnrptilted itlic prelltinsary looking
tow ants getting outlined the perma-
nency of the body.
First Baptist.
Rev. Calvin S. Thompsin of the
First Baptist church will preach to-
morrow morning on "Love Never
l'aileth" while at the evening hour
Lite theme will be "The Great Human
Factor in Being Saved."
Tenth Street Christian.
Rev. J. C. Shelton of Mayfield will
preach tomorrow morning and even-
ing at the Tenth street Christian
church. Stusiday school occurs at the
riorning hour.
Mechanicsburg Revival.
Lsrge congregations are nightly at-
tending the revival started last Sun-
day at the -Mechanicsburg Christian
chinch. Rev. McKay and Rev. }Inds-
': ath are filling the pulpit and many
conversions have already been effect-
ell. The meeting continues indefinite-
ly, services being conducted morning
and evening tomorrow, while in the
afternoon the Sunday school worsrip
will be held.
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First Pres-
byterian church will preach tomorrow
morning on "Essentials To Progress"
v.hile at the evening hour hut theme
ssill be "A Challenge to Reason"
Grace Church.
Rector David Wright will preach
tomorrow morning and afternoon at
he regular hours in Grace Episcopal
church.
Geroteus Evangelical.
"Tao Beggars- us:I be preached cm
tomorrow morning by Rev William
Bourquin of tHe German Es angelical
church tin South Fifth street, uhue
at the evening hour he commences a
series of ten sermons on the
Ceminandments. His subjects
each Sabbath evening, under
head. are as (Mows:
January t3—"The One God."
January 2o—"True Worship."
...January 27—"God's Name."
_ February 3—"A Day Off."




February 24—"Pore Food for Char-
acter "
March 3—"Mine aud Thine."
March to--"Loose Tongue"








Mrs. Carrie Lehmann will tomor•
:ow afternoon at 2.30 o'clock speak at
the court house on "The Wayward
Boy." and the entire public is extend-
ed a cordial invitation to come out
anti hear this eloquent and versatile
%Oman.
that upon clear nights he could be
-heard a mile. And John McCullough.
who..e memory is revered in the the-
atrical profession today not only be-
cause of the home for aged actors
that he founded, but because he was a
fine actoi himself, even this John Mc-
Cullough was a fine ranter upon oc-
casion.
Passions are not torn to tatters any
more except by Mrs. Carter-Payne,
Margaret Anglin. Eugenia Blair or
some other representative of the "lady
emotional acting" school of thought.
The plays do not demand it. Fanny
Davenport. when she used to play
the hectic hero net of Saardou's fan-
cy, was a ranter from Rantersville.
She had grand assistance from that
able seaman. Melbourne McDowell
Niter Miss Davenport's death Mc-
Dowell, whose lungs are of the leath-
ern variety. went starring with Flor-
ence Stone and others as his leading
women. He ranted all over the place,
but he rants no more in first-class the-
aters.
Robert Downing. who used to cot
loose with his voice in The Gladi-
ator," has retired to the placidity of
Washington, D. C., where he fur-
n'shes instructions in acting.
Shakespeare's advice to the players
seems to have been taken a couple of
hundr^d years after he uttered it.
Sawing the air has gone out of fash-
ion among reputable actors. The dra-
matic schools do not encourage the
HIGH SCHOOL'S
NEW TEACHERS
COMMITTEE MEETS THIS EV-




SUPPLY COMMITTEE WILL TO-
NIGHT ORDER THEIR
NEW DESKS.
The Finance Committee Will Have
Ready by Monday the Report
Apportioning the Finances.
The question of electing two new
teachers to be added to the high
school department will be taken up
this evening at a meeting of the com-
mittee on examination and course of
study, that body having been called
together by Chairman Peter J. Beck-
enbach for purpose of taking up the
pi °position. The committeemen
gather at the Washington school
building at 7:30 o'clock.
Week after next the schools have
their sem'i-annual examinations which
always result in hundreds of promo-
tions among the students from one
grade to the next higher class if they
evidence knowledge sufficient for ad-
vancement. The promotions will
push about too students into the high
school department, and to properly
care for them additional instructors
will have to be selected to enter the
service the week following the tests.
In order to decide on how many they
will need the committee discusses the
question tonight, but it is believed
two new ones will be all necessary,
wilt the present corps in service.
At the same time the course of
study committee meets tonight a set-
skin will also be held by the com-
mittee on supplies to frame their re-
qition and order the several hun-
dred new desks that will be installed
in the Washington building auditor-
ium.
Apportion the Money.
Important wIll be the meet:ng of
the finance committee for the school
board between now and Monday ev-
er.ing. as during the session the corn-
moteemen will apportion to each edu-
cational department the amount of
INSULTED THE
DETECTIVE
WILL COBB PAYS $ao FOR
CURSING SLEUTH
BAKER.
W. J. Carroll Given Continuance of
Breach cf Pene Warrant—
Other Cases,
Will Cobb was tine $20 and costs
before Judge Cross in the police court
yesterday morning for being drunk
and disorderly. He cursed Detectise
William Baker when the latter went
to arrest him. Cobb's partner, George
Topsy, N S tined the same sum for
cursing and throwing rabbits at
Lwrence James of lower Court street.
W. F. Bradshaw, Sr., was disinss-
ed of the charge of letting his cow run
at large. He claimed some one let
the bovine out of his yard.
W. J. Carroll was given a continu-
ance until toclay of the warrant charg-
ing him with a breach of the peace
and threatening to kill Capt. Mulleins
Both are steamboatmen, the latter in
charge of the boats owned by the late
Capt. Ezekiel Gordon, while Carroll
has been employed on the steamiest.
Isfullens discharged him and warrant-
ed Carroll on the ground that the lat-
ter threatened him.
Fel.% Jones was dismissed of the
charge of stealing $1.3o from a colored
woman.
John Bulger was given a continu-
ance until next Monday of the war-
rant charging him with cutting J. W
Bailev during a fight at First and
Broadway last Saturday night.
Gamin's Ansel
(Nashville Banner 1
Senator Gearin of California will
not appeal in vain to the South for
aid and sympathy in the race trouble
that threatens the Pacific coast. The
California senator said:
"There .% something about these
race antagonisms that perhaps we
do not understand—perhaps it is net-
easary that we should not understand.
The Asiatic apd the American do not
intermarry—will never intermarry ex-
cept rare instances. We can nev-
er absorb them or take them into
our social life."
The meter is not
ed than the other mon-al phenome-
non of Ilse incompatahility of oil and
water. For any practical purpose it
nioney the) think will be necessary is not necessary to divine the reason
that these two elements will not mix.for maintenance of the eespectise de-
The fact that they "%sill not is suffi-par tmental work. 'Trustee Harry
Cements is chairman of this commit- cient and its recognition /*events
any disaster that might come of fu'
outline 
and will have the body to meet,
ts them to a sans-the prospective expenditures tile efforts to reduc' factory
blend
The repugnance of the white man
to the "lesser breeds" is equally well
established, fie will not sw Ilingly
take black or yellow people into his
pol-tical or social life. Nothing but
trouble can come of the effort to force
them on him and for that reason 
atic% of all hind should be discour-
aged in their inclination to find homes
in Amer ca.
14 is essential to the welfare of a
nation that its people he united-and
homogeneons. The homogeneity is
alreadg sufficiently strained in the
United States by the admixture of
canon% European stocks and the large
negro population Tbs. yellow Ren-
nie of the Orient should he kept out.
We believe that is the universal .en-
t ment of the South and that Senator
Gearin can rest assured of the South-
ern sympathy for which he appeals.
and then submit their statement to
this effect to the balance of the board
members next Monday evening when
a special session will be held by all
of that body to cAspose of their finan-
cial matters preliminary io this year's
undertakings.
It will take about $6o.000 to rim
the schools during loin, $ap000 of
v.hich the Paducah educational insti-
tutions will get from the state school
fund, while the trustees have asked
the city general council fo $45.500
from the municipal taxes. The schools
.re allowed only 35 cents special tax
on every $too valuation of property
assessed for city tax purposes. It is
thought this 35 cent school tax will
hardly realize the $45.5uo wanted, and
uhatever it falls short the schools
will get just that much less, as the
thirty-five basis is the limit .allowed
by law for educational purposes.
San Francisco, Streets.
The strenuous work of past weeks
in San Francisco begins to show and
the cement bottoms of many base-
ments are becoming visible. The
sidewalk' are slowly getting cleareck
the disposition of fallen columns and
tw sted beams and all the riveted steel
skeletons of great buildings being' the
cause of much delay. Too massive
to handle, too crooked to load. this
scrap heap must be lifted by der-
ricks. separated, cut into pieces and
carted away in fragments.
Responding to the call of the board
of works, coo mern with long-handled
shovels, attacked the debris on the
sidewalks. Hundreds of teams were
pressed into 4"ervice by the properly
( v.i.ers to ar,lici hat.-)14 their debris
thrown back upon the lots, the streets
were full of action—save when the
very crush of number( stopped allold-style hip, hip, hooray brand of movement and teams and street carsacting, and their influence carries were tied no and all traffic retarded.some weight. 
Shovel men get $2.50 a day, and theyGinger and hustle and speed are came in droves, the only questionused now more than loudness. When asked being: "Are you an American
A. L. Erlanger of the firm of Klaw citizen?"
& Erlanger. directs a rehearsal his
one cry is "Hit her up. Faster WM'.
Faster." The tempo of almost all
• orts of dramatic performances has
increased greatly,dur'ng the last few
years, and the ranter with his long-
drawn vowels and his frequent pauses
for breath before and during his 5 te n -
t or i a n outbursts and torrent: of :mind
and fury would be handicapped sadly






Up to late it costs an alien $35 in
fees to become a nationalized Briton
and he must wait five years and then
produce evidence as to character. 'A
government bill i to be introduced t(
reduce the fees, probably to $5.•
The (lockvard employes at Totilon
have decXlied that if the French cham-
ber can r.fford to raisethe pay of its
member; the country can affonl to
pay its workers more. Hence a dele-
gation to the minister of mann- Atli
a big strike impending. ,
more complicat-
Longing for Country Life.
'A strange thing is the universal
longing of professional men and oth-
er' who hare come to the city and
have prospered as they advance in life
to get back to the country. It is sel-
dom that they do return, and when
they do there is often disappointment
and things do not appear as they did
long ago. The change is fl the mast
himself, but he thinks it is in the
country Nevertheless, the desire to
get hack to the old country place to
end one's days is very general. Sir
Walter Scott refers to it and com-
pares the course of a man thtrongh
the world to that of the hare which
is started from her lair and after t
iong chase and making a large circle
ends by returning to the nest from
which she started.
John Bright wai once asked how
it was that Pitt malt. one e,f his finest
speeches after drinking two bottles
of port. John Bright wa:, as usual.
equal to the occasion, lie pointed
out that verbatim reporting was un-
known in those days and suggested
that the other members of the house,
on whose opinion Pitts renntation
largely depended, had probably drunk
three bottles.
Gold Coast journaliists have their
troubles. One of them, writing !Wont
a ball given at Adda in honor of King
Edward's birthday, says: "We bard- e of the Kaffir lan-
guage. which sounded to them like aly know what to write about the re-
continuons repetition of the syllablesfreshment. "Inadequate' is the ad-
"hoe' and They thereforejective th,at should qualify the sere- t
ing. It is sad drinkables were rffiee called the natie the "en"
than stifficient while nennle askratg meaning 'anl" the Tan-
for a glass were told 'tinished." •-• .
St. Louie etiquet
A Peaceful Army of Conquest.
The greatest story of the day is
the story of the Canadian Northwest.
Tales of new lands are always inter-
esting; but this is the chronicle of
the last great trek, the trek into the
last of the new lands, at leaseof the
North American continent. It is the
greatest people movement the world
ever saw; greater than the migration
of the Aryans, the Cimri, the Goths.
Silent, irresistibly, with an unparal-
leled rapidity the people are moving
forward and occupying new lands.
even as they slid the forests of Eu-
rope long ago, the forests of the Ap-
plachians since then. This army of
wayfarers bears no banners; few ue
its trumps and drums. Attila the
Ham led his savage crans over an old
empire and laid waste its c Iles, boast-
ing that no blade of grass might grow
behind his horse's feet. This army
of peace has for its purpose the sim-
ple one of making two blades of grass
grow where but one grew before It
is well nigh the last army of home'
seekers the world will ever see march
into unconquered lands. Hereafter
we must ravage and lay waste if we
would occupy. must extirpate a pt•O•
plc to make room for us, wipe clean
a country. in the Orient or elsewhere,
and set on the law of might as be-
tween man and man. But this great
trek to the Northwest is no battle
march. other than the ever-joyous
marching of man to do battle with
the wilderness, uith the out-of-doors
It lays waste no homes, but builds
homes anew. It makes place for 'he
strong, but there is no feul-tax to
follow. It is the mightiest as well
as the the most peaceful conquest of
the conquering Anglo-Saxon race.
Mlore than that, it is the swiftest.—
Emerson Hough in the Outing Mag-
azine
The States Waking Up.
I. •ville Post I
The governor of New York and
the frovernor 11,54sowri. elected by
the independent sotto. for the pus
nose of reforming grave abuses in
tno state governments. are by their
recommendatibns to the legislature
attracting the attention of the coun-
try. .
Gov Folk. laving to heart the n-
iunctioos of Secretary Root. recom-
mends reforms ;n the ;no:ranee law.
the punishment of lobbying, restraints
as to child labor, the abolition of
the bucket shop?. the Prevention of
betting on horse rare. the regulation
of corporation.. 3 reduction in rail-
road fares, an incolne tax. anti-hr
hery lass-s. Pied a better regulation
of oublk utilities
Gov. Guild of Nrasachesetis would
eherk railroad consolidation. abolish
becket shops, reform debtors' laws
and Italia an inheritance tax law
(Inv. Floyd of New flimptshirp
,ii•lre--1 that railroad passes he ahol•
ished Gov. Warier of Michigan
deals w th mire food. railroad fares.
nriaon regulations. lobblying. bank-
ing and .insnrance.
Gov Higgins of Rhode 1-land ask:
for legislation forbidding camnaign
contributions by state or municinal
employes lie recommends a strict-
er regulation of marriaiie I 'c-uses.
He would forbid state officers rnm
becoming interested in•ritiblic works
He calla for a supervision of the
fraternal benefit associations and
asks for the Tv ternor the veto power.
Goy. 'Hughes of New York. who
reached nrominence because of his
active tart cipat ion in the measures
regulating gas companies and in the
examination of the ingtrancr• com-
panies. calls for statutes that wo.i:d
insure fair election*, asks for meas..
mires of relief for the congestion nf
city traffic in New York awl. Brook
lyn. and calls the legislature to Inc
performance of duties which wit nro-
tern the neople from the airgrcscior.,
coml.inations, political or corpor-
ate.
It is ton soon yet to deterrtine
what ilisgoaition these legislative bod-
ies- will wake of these recommenita-
tions from the executive departments
The nartic'pation of Chief executives
in the genecal course of legislation is
a part of their most important func-
tions. Not only are they called upon
to make recommendations to the leg-
islative body and to submit infor-
mation upon which this legislation
is tinged. but these execut ves have
a supervisory power through the veto.
It is customary for us to state the
divNion between 'these departments
k absolute, but as a matter of fact
'the executive 'clopartment has im-
portant functions to perform in
shaping legislation and the legislature
has an imporaairt furicfon in super-
vising the course of the executive
department in the enforcement of the
laws.
illisattentot.
The origin of thisginarne for. the
natives 'of South Afr.ca is peculiar. It
is said that the itch soldiers
at the Cape•t pe particu-
larly notice & tl that fbrms
so distinct a feat
SHALL GIRLS INVITE YOUNG
MEN TO THEATER AND PAY
ALL THE BILLS. INCLUDIN
(CARRIAGE HIRE AND SUP
PER?
St. Louis society is, t -
oyer the status of th "s
the Star-Chronicle.
On January 3 Un-
published a story es;
lice of society girls
tickets to their we
furnishing them with
carriages free of charge.
and dining them after
mcnt in order to
of a male escort.
One young woma
3600 block on Pine
the practice of girt -
men up on the teleph,
them to the theater
of their papas.
She quotes this
the "instructions in et
St. Louis Blue Book
her contention that it
proper for a young lady
bills:
"When a young lady has • t
to a party, ball, concert or other en-
terta nment she wishes to attend, she
may ask her affiantled husband or
some intimate friend to accompany
her. If any expense is to be. in
currcd she should purchase the tick-
ets and enclose them in her note re-
questing the gentleman to act as her
escort."
"There, doesn't that prove that the
St. Louis girls are doing just right"
Ishe concludes, Wriumphantly.
Sure enough. on page at ni the
ocitl6 edition of the Blue Rook the lave
is found VOlhether it was framed t
',Sect the situation it1 St. Lenti4 it h
Deco impossible to determine.
The Other Mde.
While the girls OW11140%4.1 are read
mussel; to find excuse* for the cigar
Cite polling parasites who lead a-fre•'
lunch (-stollens-, in society, their fails
711 are rising in revolt
Mutterings of discontent are reach
nit the Star-Chronicle office. It is
high time that the fathers4young
ladies mho use 'hired' iir ' beat'
escorts awoke to the real situation..
writes one papa There is much
cause for alarm.
"Prom a standpoint of etionet there
taut be no objection to a lady fuk_
'lashing tickets for a theater or other
amusement under certain eircurnstani
ers, hut for sioune lades to Make
a pramiee of furnishing the cash for
such soling men as would go mere-
ly hecanms they can 'get in chr•o'
both disgnsting and pitiful. 'Girls
have no respect for a man who will
accept this kind of hosinitslitv(P)'
True' But what respect can thi••kiwill
of a man have or snow for the girl
in Question? Wh he she may have 3
escort,' has 'he any moral pro-
tection'Do the fathers sleep while
their daughters are al msrinight din
tug and t% ining these s-igaret-smo&-
ing impecunious society blonds'
Much could he said of the sequel oF
their placing themselves in such en-
v ronmestts, butt it is enough to say
that if they flutter about • candle
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Largest Battleship in World
'LAUNCHING AT YOKOSUKA,
JAPAN OF THE MIGHTY
SATSUMA.
i
(Special Correspondence of the Nash-
ville Banner.)
• Tokio, Dec. 5.—The Kokumin
ShImbun expesses the feeling of the
Japanese today in exclaiming, "Be-
hold. here is a battleship bigger than
the much-talked-of Dreadnought, de-
signed and constructed by the Japan-.. ese exclusively." Other papers are
sin:dimity jubilant over the launching
(if thilhfirst-class battleship Satsuma,
whkh 1,../ not only the biggest war-
ship butt in Japan. but also the most
powesfail battleship afloat. The
launfhing took place this afternoon •n
the navy yard at Yokosuka in the
presence el the emperor and the
crown pri ce. Puring the forenoonisc
his maje inspected the battleships
"Ka:hirna and Katori. recently brought
-from E gland, as well as several prize
a essels sn the harbor.
`h The heel of the Satsuma was laid
h , May is,/ 19os The vessel is Oa feet
in len h and 83 1-a feet in width.
I draw, ,r7 I -I feet, with a displace-- men of t9.aoo tons. exceeding that
of )e new British battleship Dread-
nçAght by taoo tons. The indicated
horsepower is 18,000. The vessel has
two masts and two funnels. wirle
-thoroughly modern guns and other
machinery are brought into rquisi-
tion in her armament She may thus
favorably compare nith the Dread-
nought in the latter particular. In-
a•milch as the boilers are fitted with
he Miyabara tubes. she i• expected
o outrival the Dreadnought in the
'I t of steaming stability.
The hu;Itl nit of the nen leviathan
y a Janane•e government yard.
railing it-'elf of exclpsive experiences
ring the late war, marks a notable
enoeh in the annals of the imperial
1124-V. Sittell" the construction of the
ittenbnat Seili. of 14917 tons. it!, Yoko-
sake in tfl7c. tnenty-seven warship;
have been built in Japan, eaclus ye of
'destroyers and torpedo boat.. They
comprise two armored cruisers (the
Tinktilla and lkoma. launched in De-
cember and Apfl lam respectively in
Kneel. seven cruisers, six coast-de-
fense ship., nine gun vessels and three
dispatch boat. Seventeen not of the
twenty-seven home-made warehip%
were cotton:rice! in Yokosuka and the
largest of them i% the cruiser 1121.16-
date, 427R tons, launched in Min The
launch iig today of a battleship, the
&enlacement of which is well-nigh
ao.noo tons, and is about four and a
half times that of the Haahidate
speaks lotietty for the' nonere.% of the
Japanese shipbuilding in the last thir-
ty years.
The exnethed 'awed of the new
Japanese battleship Is twenty knots
In this respect, at least, the Dread-
nought cnntinue. to maintainohe lead'
fry two lion, as slur averaged for the..
eight Inter% it c knot• at her full
wavier test October 9 and hie some
time maintained a :peed ilf Iasi
knot..
ln reran, In the arrriteent. the
Dreadnought has ten kJ-inch ant
eighteen 116 mm. guns, while the
Satentell is equipped whit fnhr 13-
Inch. twe'Ae Io-inch. twelve 4.7-inch
anti eight t a-pounder tuna. Thus
the Satoimahe ordinance ie four 12 in-
inch and twelve to- nch run.. against
ten ta-inch guns of the Dreadnought.
'An intereating lineation on thi. point etc.. the whole matter would be set-
is, what is 'the exact. difference of : tied much quicker and with much
effisiency between t2 and to-inch lihs trouble
pieces? Javanese experts state that,
ic.chrtlinti to the latest exper:ence, the
ranges 61 to and ta-inch guns are
almost equl, while the. explosive
power of 1.1-inch projectiles is su-
perior to that of the io-inch. The
Satsuma has twelve secOndary guns,
while the Dreadnought has none. In
respect to auxiliary pieces, there is
no material difference. All in all, the
Satsuma is claimed to be the mos'
powerful battliship afloat in regard
to offensive power. The number of
torpedo tubes of the Satsuma is five.
The most significent point about
the Satsuma is that she was con-
structed solely in accordance with
valuable le, sons obtained through the
war. Ordnance and other principal
mchinsry have been made in Japan,
while armor plate and some other
materials were obtained abroad. The
boilers are of the Miyabara system.
The construction in thirteen months,
in spite of many inconveniences, of
the biggest and most powerful bat-
tleship of the world is undoubtedly
a source of gratification to the Ja-
panese. SH IHOTSU.
PROVERBS FROM' THE BORA-
WAN.
Woman is strange.
Man, consider well the things that
are.
Love is all: yet not all.
Marriage ia a queer institution; so is
non-marriage.
A meditating man often thinks.
Easy. isn't O? Just a% easy 24 Eng-
lish epigram making, the next easiest
thing in the world. If "Bravian" likes
vou knot, try some
MAXIMS FROM THE BUNKTIL-
LI AN.
Nth son, a wise man knoweth much
All a man bath is his.
Two plus two are four.
Why prolong it?—Puck
FiBe rseinism.
"Fillers" for magazine are always
demand A "tiller." as everyone
knows, is the stop-gap betvieen the
fiction story and the "special article."
Thus it is always easy to sell seven
tinatrians than a ballade—both are
twenty-eight lines and elicit the same
sized cheek—and couplets go like
waffles The newest angel in the
filler industry is the proverb game
It good bet that the editor is not
Alien! in Tasman an. Middle 'High
Peruvian. or Early Alaation. If one
fears this, however, one may invent
a language and make some
PEACE AND QUIET
IN TRICIO COUNTY
Throughout all the tobacco drug-
ale in this liistfict. Cadiz ha; not
spent one cent for extra peal cc or
guard prntection. and not a single
lawless act of any kind has been
committed here, because our people
are all Ian abiding citizens and sub-
mit to the will of a majority, says
the Cadiz Record Our business and
professional people of all claq•ea ate
heartily in sympathy- with the no-
ressed ma-se' a. against the greedy
trust. who has been robbing them
from year to war, and with a sin ted
effort have plainly shown the latter
that there is no place for them here,
and they have wisely remained away.
Ii the people of the other town' would
dii likewise, instead of doing so much
talk about powder and lead and
apentinot so much money for guards.
Big Bargains in



















Now Is the Ulm to Buy
Wall gaper
e hare the largest line of up-to-date wall paperI,

















ANCE AMENDED AS PER-
TAINS TO LIQUOR.
The Republican Aldermen Are Try-
ing to Blame Mayor Yeiser for
the Deadlock.
The only things up before the
special session of the council last
evening were the annual message of
Mlayor Yeiser and adoption of the
amendment altering the original H-
cense ordinance where it pertains to
liquor licenses issued by the city
official+ All the members were pres-
ent except one, those there being
Lindsay, Duval, William•on, Van
Meter. Foreman, Flournoy, Cranciall,
Lackey, Meyers, Wilson and Shelton.
This left an absentee of Herzog.
The mayor read the ordinance
amendment which stipulated that
'Moo:lists could take out licenses for
six months. This changes the original
draft which read that the liquor men
had to take I censes out for a fall
year. The amendment was given first
adoption, the rules then oispended,
and second passage tendered.
The mayor then read his annual
message, which is published in full in
another column, and contains a re-
sume of Races accompanied N ith
recommendations for mgo7. The me'-
sages was filed, ordered published in
the newspapers, and, there was also
ordered printed in pamphlet form the
annual reports of each municipal de-
partment, the respectise ilea& hav-
ing turned the statements
chief executive:
President Lindsay did not announce
the appointment of the remainder of
hi. sanding committees. having not
yet completed making out the list.
Last Monday evening he selected the
finance and ordinance committees and
expects to have the others completed
by the next se...ion.
No Settlement Visible.
There ia not yet in sight any settle-
ment of the "deadlock" in the alder-
manic board, and the prospects are
for a long-drawn-out continuation of
the controversy llie republicans have
brought. on when this legislative
board meets again next Monday even-
ing and tries to elect a pteftieent
The republican* state they will hold
the body in "deadlock" until the last
of this year unless they are allowed
to elet the presiding officer from
their rank.. wh he the democrats an-
nounce that they will be right with
the Republicans while the deadlock is
prevalent, and see that no republican
%%arm% the chair in which the presi-
dent sits
The only defense offered by the re-
publicans 14 their laughable attempt
to lay on the shoulders of Mayor
Yeieer the responsibility for die dead-
lock. They clam that the mayor.
%hen John W. Little, the newly
elected democrat refused to serve.
should not have appointed Little's
succestior. Frank 'B. Smith, until after 1on the Ohio from Pittsburg to Pa-the aldermanic board had gotten or- ducah reported a fall excepting Etganized and down to hnsinese. With ansville. where it was on a stand
GIRL BABY'S
Him ECZEMA
Sight of Eye Destroyed by Disease—
Tried Five Doctors but Grew
Worse —In Agony Eight Months
—Parents Discouraged, Until
They Tried Cuticura Remedies
IN ONE WEEK ALL
SORES DISAPPEARED
"Our little girl, one year and a half
old, was taken with ecaema or that was
what the doctor said it WWI. We called
In the family doctor and he gave some
tablets and said she would be all right
in a few days._ The scams grew worse
and we called in doctor No. 2. He
said she was teething, as soon as the
teeth were through she would be all
tight. But she still grew worse. Doc-
toe No. 3 said it was mamma. By this
time she was nothing but • yellow,
greenish sore, Well, he said he could
help her, so we let him try it about
• week. One morning we discovered
a little yellow pimple on one ad her
eyes. Of course we 'phoned for doctor
No. 3. He came over and lodged her
over and said that he could not do any-
thing more for her, that we had better
take her to some eye specialist, since it
was an ulcer. Bo we went to Oswego
to doctor No. 4, and he said the eye-
night was gone, but that he could help it.
We thought we would try doctor No. 5.
Well, that proved the same, only be
charged $10 more than doctor No. 4.
We were nearly disootn. I saw
one of the Cuticura advisements in
the paper and thought we would try
the Cuticura Treatment, 6o I went and
purchased a set of Cuticura Remedies,
which cost me $1, and in three days
our daughter, who had been sick about
eight months, showed great improve-
ment, and in one week all sores had dis-
. Of course it could not re-
the eyesight, but if we had used
Cuticurs in time I am confident that
it would have saved the eye. We think
there is no remedy so good for any skin
trouble or impurity of the blood as
Cuticura. Mr. and 'Mrs. Frank Abbott,
R. F. D. No. 9. Fulton, Oswego Co.,
N. Y.. August 17, 1906."
COLORED MAN DEAD.
Tom Emery, Colored, Died Yesterday
end Will Be Buried Tomorrow.
Tom Emery. one of the beat known
colored men of the city. died at 417
South Seventh street yesterdy morn
ing about ti o'clock of general de-
bility Ile had lived in Paducah for
many years and was well known
among the white people as a reliable
and energetic darkely. He was near-





the rasancy OTC sting there would have
been four republicans and three
democrats in the board, and the
former could easily have foisted Pal-
mer on the coninninity as president
The mayor yesterday said it would
have been foolish for him to sit idly
by. let the republicans get
the presidency and Isittleh suc-
cessor, be named afterwards . If
the mayor had done that, he says,
everybody would flare declared hehad gone over into the republican
ranks, and furthermore th,at the boardis not complete unless eight members
are in, and the law compels him to
appoint where vancancies exist.
The four Democratic members.I fannan. Baker, Smith and Stewart,
have gone over the situation well, andare on the alert for any trick the re-
publicans may try to play on them
They will be there at the "trick:rig."
The city government is brought toa complete standstill by the deadlock.as no public business whatever can be
traneacted until the board elects a
president. The council has organizedand named its presiding officer but no
business disposed of by that hoardis complete without the aldermanic
confirmation, wli'ch cannot be givenuntil the latter organize.
All Pieces But the Pawn.
The archbishop of Canterbury, onone occasOn. when addressing the
member; of a chess club, sid that
though he "was not a distinguished
chass player, lie could claim- to be a
representtive of chess in an unusual
degree, for he had seen a goad deal fit
kings and queens, had lived in two
castles, and was the only living man
when was both a,knight and a bishop,
so that he represented all the pieces
except the pawn...4 _
The Cairn Bulletin or Wednesday
has :he following about the flood
prospects:
"A rather sensational dispatch ap-
pears elsewhere in this paper from
Evansville. to the effect that the env-
ernment observer there predicts the
greatest flood in the history of the
Ohio, beside which that of IftRa 'will
not be a circumstance.'
"According to the government bul-
let n i-sued yesterday morning, no
such prediction.waa looked for. The
rains iii the Ohio valley had not been
heavy and the rivers were all falling
excepting the Wabash. Eatery point
The Cumberland and Tennessee were
both falling at all points. It doe-
not seem credible that yesterdash
rain could have made so marked a
change in the prospect. Observer
Smyth of Ca ro was very conservative
in his prediction yesterday, giving
43 feet 24 the maximum stage for Cai-
rn on the water then in sight, hut
leaving room for raising the mark
as a result of future rzfrni.
"So' far as 'Cairo is concerned the
predictions can have little signhi-
cance. 'A record-breaking flood need
have no terror for us. Our levees
are from three to five feet higher
now than they were in 111144 and ten
times as strong. And even with the
condition; of 1884 we suffered less
than most other cities on the big riv-
ers."
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life,' Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




011100306 Broadway Phases:Office 383—Residence 1696
WE Pay 4 per cent. intereston time deposits. Start
the New Year rigbt by starting





CONFESS PLOT TO .
WRECK TRAIN
Cincinnati. Jan. to.—Prisoners ar-
rested at Somerset. Ky., foe counter-
faiting have made a startling con-
lesson of a plan to wreck a train or
the Queen & Crescent railroad atui. to
rob the passengers..
They are: Robert J. Sawyer. white
and Everett Brookshire and William
J. Martin. colored. They gave furi
details of how they would use dy-
namite to wreck the train. Their
i plan included the murder 'of a rail-way detective to make their discoverymore difficult. The men have beer
1 held over on the charge of counter-
I
feiting.
There are abnin .toco leper- In ( 0
10nThia. or t to every moo habitants
Most of them are now isolated. Case
'are rarely found among the classes
living with hygienic care. i . ,.._
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let os build the house; Too pay fee it as yea
pay rent Vacant lob in an parts of the city. Nice iota as deo
ProPalbed car ecrtablicas on 'road to aides depot sod as Alen
rivets front ego to eggo loch. Buy now on inataihnest piss
while cheep. Trim ia the highest ground in the city. Property im
anvancing
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.




SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FEEIGHT, MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND M0114 ROE, BOTH PHONES.




OFFICE PHONE 41114-s ICESIDENCE PHONE eats
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERIFAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White 'Ambulance tor sick- and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
°Wm,. New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
Mattil, Efingeres Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
 41M.ONIIMIe
subscribe For The Register
•
s
.•the various deparienea, artd ow re-,
sponsible fkr."*ilihricitttethe affairs of
,•••• •
cOminJee was composed of
Hank
and Councilmen Kolb, Ochlschlaeger
tand VanAeltaustice :to Mr
annual message last
night when be gave the figures show-
ing the actual deficit bequeathed by
the republican general council to their
successs.rs, who must now devise
ways and means to meet it and avoid
idisaster to the city. The public has
been under the impression that the
deficit would be in the neighborhood
of $35,000 tint those in touch with
the affa rs of the city expected to see
the deficit go above that figure. The
official figures show the republican
neficit to be $44,045.36, a figure un-
precedented in the history of the city.
The only explanation that can be
given for this extraordinary state of
affairs is the lack of business ability
on the part of the republican general
council to cope with financial ques-
tions. This grave mistake of the re-
public-ans has brought a crisis in the
affairs of raderaliu for it begins the
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year.; and city equip its light plant si; a* to fur-
year
and cause
should Dish incandesceget alights to the city
' buildings. This can be aceomplished
by the outlay of a very moderate sum
and will result in a great saving to
the city. The poles are already up
and all that is needed is an additional
taachine at the plant and the wires
for conveying the current. The mat-
te' of erecting t.additionil mayket
houses should ilaVive•favorable con-
sideration at thwiliands of the general
These places will be a great
the people in the ex-
and also
them
According to the mayor's figures to at least become convinced that
Ithe deficit or floating debt which the they are not us smart as they thought
republican general council found on they were. When a man engages in
Broadway January 1, ' mob was $9,140.11; But a new line of duties he will usually







ance $3,051.73, or a net floating
debt of $6,088.38. This sum should
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah. Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year
rate of $3,166.08 per month. To put2.5oEix Months 
Las it in another shape the republicansThree Months
One week . to were spending every month $3,166.08
41.
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should repo it the matter to





We are authonzed to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for c•ty
Sailer, subject to the Action of the
democratic party.
Saturday Morning, January 12, 1907.
The Republicius Deficit.
Quite a sensat on was sprung in
the msyor's
S
tew year wit% a debt hanging over
it of $44,c4536 that must be met oat
of the lestiot *is year, and with the
constitution fixing the limit for the
rate of taxation at $1.85 on the $loo• . ,
it will 61.4riptpaile..to pay off this
debt and provide stifTwient money to
meet the necessary expenses of ;he
city.
The Register has always contended
that the tax rate of
fixed hy the republican general coun-
cil was a mistake, being too low, but
certaiq "buriness" mem ih the boards
smiled and siid they were business
men and knew what the city needed.
If the deficit does mit reduce. . .
131) under their hats we do





(*Weir alao, in having the low rate
adopted, in fact he...favored the rate
being made $t.(gs., As_ts: well known
$1.65 for
be deducted from the $44,045.36
leaves $37056.98 as the actual deficit
incurred during the year by the re-





opposed to the $1.65 rate. urging that
if be- fixed at ••$ii75. Lit-Alderman I ‘4i-sh.es
41
Messrs. Palmer,
Silar,laa. v*4 whc ' president of the 
Starks et al if they are. stiltppoint-
altkird% ''aksia'ss itrtf.'w:ili pride", towards -that 'recoad.
To show our readers how littl those
members i‘neiy about the duiies
their 'offices, we will again refer• 
Mr. Storks had ser • d in the gener41
council' birilla
-posted onviztil* /4144414:.
more than they were taking in. Thaes
financing with a vengeance, and
simply leads to bankruptcy. •
An effort has been made by the re-
publican organ to place some of the
responsibility.for the deficit on the
street departritent. While the street
department overdrew $7,776.71, the
republicans cut that department $10,-
coo to start w th, and then by order-
ing new sidewalks, curbs, gutters and
gravel streets, forced the street de-
partment to incur thousands of dol-
lars in expense to pay for intersec-
tions and then to regrade the streets
along the new work to meet the gut-
ters. These expenses alone foot up
between $4000 and $5.000; There was
no way for the street department to
avoid these charges to it. the general
council passed the ordinances and
ordered the work done, and the board
of public works. had no option in the
matter other than •to carry out
will of the council. In
when the general council
dinances for




of public works re- •
turned the ordinances to that body
saying there was no money on hand
to pay the city's part of the work.
The documents came back to the
board with a terse message to pro-
ceed with the work. The board of
public work: did buy the street
flusher for $I,000 and is willing to
assume the responsibility for that
much of the deficit, though in the six
months it has been .n use it saved the
city at least half its price. The city's
light plant was about worn out and
it Was a case of buying new Machin-
ery or shutting down the plant and
turning the contract over to the light-
ing company as was attempted by
Alderman Palmer and others. The
condition of the plant was known to
the general council when the tax rate
was made, and they either provided
for the new machinery or made a
mistake n not providing for it and
the responsibility rests on that boils
any way one takes the matter. The
sum and substance of the whole mat-
ter is this.. The republican general
council thought it was smart enough
to cut the tax rate to $t.65 and run
the city on that sum. The records
show that a great blunder was made
by that body. The members boasted
of their business ability and in the fall
campaigns "poilied with pride" to








the brave effort they were making
er td.rtild a_$23'sboo bridge
•
Li
r and Cheek. for the benefit of
the .Paducali coaipany.city. As 14e)fitpaoattlotuataittitesi and ; . •
Those fellows must have thought tar-presiding a94-ifiasfarailMaiiisraaanes: who
payer's money grew on trees andinvestigate life -rirtiTes handed in by• 
ail they had to do \vac t'o order any•
'and eifery. of improvement with-
out even giving a thought as to where'the city, !lie nneriteidented deficit is;
the result Af 'se Metlyals that •
6 the money was to come from. A lot
seem, to have been employed by them
in looking after the affairs of the city. 1
t they doubtless:and it can bearaid
exercise moreir e1cen their own
.affairs than they seem- to have done '
silo 11.".
of school boys could do business that
•
way. The funny part about it was,
thoge astute "business" men did not
realize how recklessly they were
handling the taxpayers credit until
•
thing from those who have had ex-
perience in those lines.
The most serious phase of the re-
publican deficit is yet to come. The
debt hangs over the city and it must
be m..t. It comes at a time that
makes it a true misfortune to the city.
The city is just beginning to forge
. 4
ahead and to make many sobstantial
improvements. The police Soree has
been *teased, itegraPtel treets are.a: . •
worn ost.and thesatrvet bond money
practically exhausted, the purchase
of parks is contemplated, many
streets will have to be rebuilt on ac-
count of their having been ruined by
installing the new sewers and many
other matters of vital importance will
have to be cared for. If the present
general council and its successors
follow in the footsteps of the repub-
lican general council and violate the
taw by not confining the expenditures
to the appropr:ations and keep on
piling up deficits, it will be butt few
years before the city is a bankrupt.
(In a valuation of ten millions it Will
take 38 cents to pay off the repub-
lican deficit; The schools mast have
33 cents making 73 cents to be de-
ducted from the constitutional limit
the of $i 83 leaving only $t.ta. which will
September not pay the running expenses of the
passed or- 1 city. This is the legacy left to III
concrete sidewalks, curb- city by a republican general councils
and it is a serious matter to the tax
payers. As the republicans boasted
of the low tax rate of $1.65, we wish
to say that such boasts are delusion
and snares. The records show a nee
deficit of $37.956.98 for mceor
cent, on the




treme portions of the city,
be sources of good revenue to the
city.
The message contains the full fig-
ures of the republican 'deficit, which
we treat at length in anottipe article.
The facts given by the mayor should
reteive eartiNI consideration for they
expose ttle`talsity of the claims made
by the reOublicans last year, :,and
brings the public in close touch ivith
conditions as they really exist.
The policy outlined by the mayor'
is one that may be followed with




Citizens Enraged Make Them Take




This was highly unsatisfactory to
many of the citizens who wished the
matter settled at once. Cries of
"coward, thief and robber" were Vert-
eel at the members of the commlttee
as they hastily left the apartment.
The sitizens came running down
from the galleries and poured in from
38 the halls, taking complete possession
$too which when added of the.chamber. They then organized
a mesitmg of their own and formally
makes the rate proteeted against further delay in the
republican gneral coua- settiesnetst of the question
cll. We speak by the records .
stead of running the city on a $1.65
tax rate, the rep&blicans required
$2.03, the highest rate ever exper-
ienced by the city.
The facts and figures are enough to
make the republicans throw up the
sponge and admit that it is high time
for them to take a back seat and qu t
-making a noise" like business men
make, and stick to a job that they
seem well qualified to fill, and that
is engaging in cheap politics. Hav-
ing made a miserable failure as repre-
sentatives of the people it is but.
natural that they should so smart
under their record, which is now
made publ:c, as to cause a deadlock
in the general council, demoralize the
business of the city, and thereby pre-
vent the men recently elected by the
people from taking hold and extricat-
ing the city from the mire into which
it has been plunged by the repub-
licans. Gentlemen, pardon us for
saying it, but you are failures in
looking after the business interests
of the city—the records show it, and
it it an act of kindness to tell one
of their mistakes—Stick to cheap poli-
tics and make it more embarassing to
the taxpayers of Paducah. You have
shown a disregard for their interests
in the past and substituted your
for fhe'r will, and now you can
it all by stopping the municipal





the people have an eye on you;
evidence of which was Made manifest
last November. In the"' trfeautime.
howl "politics"- to your heart's content
for the people now. have yo or reCortd.
1
The Mayor's Message.
, In this issue will be found the ad-
rola] message of Mayor Yeiser to the
gcneral council. The document
tiaitigh brief is full of substantial
recommendation and especially so in
, th- matter of recomircndipg that the• ,4.
Chicago. Jan. ti.—An excited crowd
of West Side citizens took forcible
possession of the council chamber
in the city hall today and virtually
compelled the members of a council
committee to flee from the place
The members of the crowd were
protestants against the widening of
lialste district on the West Side. a
project which has been before the
council for sonic time. The commit-
tee having the matter under consid-
eration met today in the council
chamber and the meeting was attend-
ed by many of the citizens interested.
The committee finxilly decided to
action until June of this
GoP'AlleTo 
STTHOEN EI mr.MAI sL AY
  TURK
But He Will Have Opposition for
Democratic Nomination in Per-
son of Murk Smith.
Kmtawa. Ky.. Jan. 12.—Mark
Smith. son of John L. Smith, editor
of the Lyon County Times, has Ac-
cepted a position at the llopkin•ville
Asylum, and is now doing service
there as attendant.
Following the appointment of his
son to the position at the asylum, Mr.
Smith through the columns of his
paper, 'announced his candidacy for
the democratic nomination for repre-
sentative from the district composed
of Lyaft and Marshall counties.
Both the appointment and an-
nouncement followed a conference
here, which was attended by /Alton
Board, member of the Board of Con-
trol; Assistant Deputy Wlarden
Miller, of the Eddyvitle penitentiary;
Representative Southall, of Christian
county; ex-Senator N. W. Utley,•of
Lyon county, and other politicians.
Ex-Congressman' W. J. 'gtone has
expressed a willingness to represent
the district in the next legislature, and
beug groomed by his friends for
the race, but as yet he has not form-
ally announced himself a candidate.
The political ssituation here is par-
ticularly. interesting, for the reason
that Capt. Stone and Mr. Smith have
both been very active in organiziag








AL Close of Business December 31, 1906.
RESOU RCES.
Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds 
Banking House Furniture and Fixtures 
Cash and Exchange 






Heaviest Rainfall for Eighteen Years
During the Past Four Days.
os Angeles, Jan, it.-4n the
amount of precipitation' the storm
that has drenched i-uthern California
daring the Oast four days is the heav-
iest in eighteen years. The storm has
been severe in its effects north and
cast of Los Angeles. Landslides
south of Santa Barbara had, at last
accounts, tied up four or five pas-
senger trains bound for this city.
'Pour or five are known to have








A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared mg a net
earnings of the past six months, and credited to the
stockholders payable on demand.
J. T. LAURIE, Ca
WILL STUDY
"THE DRAMA'
Inpuistive Old, Gent (on depot
n4lf*rill to winded* *itilliirbanitej__
VO-iii is your pursnifiri Tife? Sulfur-
hanite—lt depends upon whethee I
am coming or going. It's the 7:48
trairt in the morning and the 6:12 at
night—Life
•
It takes more than a heaven soar-
ing steenle to overcome the selffatior





Daughters of American Revolution
Meet This Morning With
Mrs Eli G. Boone.
The newly organised dab of young
ladies met yesterday morning with
Miss Marjorie Scott of Ninth and
Madison streets, and deoded on -Nal-
emthic" as the name of the organiza-
tion, while "The Drama" will be stud-
ied, from its beginning to present
day. One member, though, will re-
on "Current Topics" each week.
The membership is limited to twen-
r.-four, and weekly gatherings will
be held. Those in the club are:
Misses Elizabeth Sinnott, Ethel
Morrow. Merjorie Scott. Philippa
Hughes, Annie May Yeiser. Belle
Cave, Blanche hilLs. Mary Scott,
Katherine Powell. Lillie May Win-
stead, Faith Langstaff. Ethel Brooks,
Frances Wallace. Martha Davis.
Clara Parks, Susie Thompson. Lula
Reed, Hattie Ilisey. K at hleen White-
field. Arline 6owell. Nary lolling,
Mrs. Vernon Blythe. Mrs. Henry Ritd.
airs John Scott.
D. A. E. Meeting.
The Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet at to o'clock
this morning with Mrs. Eli G. 'Boone
of South Sixth street for the purpose
of taking up the question of giving
an entertainment, the proceeds of
which will go to the fund out of
which the chapter ladies will erect
a fountain.
When the care-taker at a traveling
menagerie recently exhibiting at
Stratford. England, went to heat the
water in a tank under the cage of a
boa constr'etor one morning the rep-
tile Was missing. After two hours'
search they found it snugly resting
in a cinematograph box. Attempts
to induce it to return to its proper
quarters were resented, but the Cre-
ature responded readily to the wom-
an snake charmer, its keeper. Dur-
ing its wanderings the big reptile
swallowed a cat.
For rushing on to a railway track
to save his daughter from being
crushed beneath a freight train, a
man at Danzig. Germany. was prose-




CIVIL ENGINILER THOM HAS
GOTTEN HIS MAN AND
STARTED TO WORK
•
Nearly All the New Sewerage Is Laid
Between Ninth Street and
Railroad Yards.
•
Civil Engineer Thom of Chicago
has secured his a•sotant here and is
now busy running the levels and get-
ting grades fo. use in drawing the
plans and spee.fications for sewerage
district No. 3 lie is oat every day
now at this work and thinks he will
get through by the middle of Febru-
ary.' •
Work on district No. a is progress-
ing well, as the laborers are out to
Thirteenth street on Jones street
and also on Twelfth nearly to Norton
street. They have only • few more
blocks of underground piping to lay
when they will be through with
that portion of the system lying be-
tween the Illinois Central railroad
yards on the west. :Ninth street on
the east. Norton street on the smith
and Keno's-kir avenue on the north
AS 401n as the piping is finished on
these few remaining blocks the men
will carte the system on thrtingh the
Illinois Central yards and head out
into the neghborhood in rear of the
Washington school building on West
Kentii,•ky avenne
The mains laid around the !tie
creek at Plunkett hill, behind the
vinegar factory, and at„ end of Jack
son, Tennessee and the other street•
are several times as large as the bat-
*nee of the nnderareiroid piping, there-
fore when this portion of the city' i•
completed the biggest part of the
system is done.
Waiting about his estate, a rich
citizen halted a laborer vibe, was dig-
ging a drain and solemnly asked if
he were ready to die. The man atrl
milted that he hadn't thinght of ;tam-
ing away Poo yet "Rat every time
breathe a man dies," solemnly re-
marked the m llionaire is tones of
terrible warning. . "Geer' cried the
unmoved laborett "ivhy don't you
chew a few cloves?"
 11111111111111
Prof. Mahler's datit'inOtiNses for
children and adults will open Satur-
day, January 12, 3 p. m., in the K. P.
Hall. Phone goo "'
it
STATEMENT CONDITION OF THE
610br Wank  rust Tn.
OF PADUCAH, KY.
At the Close of Business Decembes 31, 1906.
ltesources
Loans and Discounts 8260,955 49
Stocks and Bonds.... 56463 so
Banking House  x 7,000 oo
Furniture and Fixtures 5,750 oo
Cash and Exchange  44,127 ed
I364-296 47
Liabilities
Capital Stock Stoo,000 oo
Surplus Fund  31,000 00
Undivided Profits  2.775 36
Deposits  247.523 62
Rediscounts  2,997 49
$384.296 47
A Dividend of 4 per cent was declared out of the nst
earnings of the last sixl months and placed to the credit
of the stockholders entitled thereto. $1,000 *as added to
Slim-plus Fund. Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt
attention given to business intrusted to us.





















































































. JUDGE REED HAS FINISHED
SETTING THE DATES
FOR TRIALS.
THINKS HE WILL FINISH




Judge J. M. Robbins of Mayfield Has
Been Selected As the Special
j







Reed has finished calling
is docket for the January term
court, and set aown for _trial
ective dates the different suits
disposed of by the jurors who
be empaneled next Monday
,ing. There are only about fifty
ions ready for trial by the juries,
be judge tel down on an average
et lose cases for each day. The
Istrses-take up the first suits Mimed-
mA404
: y, on being sworn in next Mon-
ctrt;rnting. judgehe  a nd atetxhisertsatetoof finishfour   
with these act ons by the a6th of this
month, which give hint twelve days
for jury work.
' 'rite judge has on his docket two
els' Ascii. in which he was employed as
lawyer before he went on the bench.
and while these are being tried the
<ono will he presided over by Judge
Joseph M. Robbins, the Mayfield jur-
iet who Ins been *elected by the at-
torneys of the Paducah bar to act as
special judge is hen there comes up
during the term any litigation in
which Judge Reed is interested, and
which participation by the regular
judge d equalities him from presiding
swhile,it -Is being disposed of The
judge has set these two snits of his
LI the last ones for the jury to try.
and after their disposal, the jurors
will be dismissed and the court take
up what actions are submitted to him
Versosially for tadjudication. Ile will
diansas the jury the first of the week
beginning with January an. and' then
spend the balance of the *even weeks
trying the matters left to him in-
dividually.
The first eases Coming up. anal
which are set for next Monday. arc
Charles Hurley vu G. M. Spitzer: M.
Livinpton & Co. vs. 'McLean & Co.:
S4„.9f WATER IS ONE MILLER
UNDERNEATH THE CITY ACCUSES ANOTHER
NINE FEET OF BACKWATER I N SEWERAGE MAINS AT THIRD
AND HARRISON, AND THRE E FEET AT NINTH AND KEN-
TUCKY AVENUE, UNTIL THE PIPES ARE EMPTIED BY THE
MACHINERY AT THE SYST EM'S PUMPING STATION ON
THIRD AND CLAY STREETS —FOR SIX HOURS EACH DAY
THE MACHINES WORK FOR CING THE WATER AND SEW-
AGE OUT OF THE MAINS.
Many people traversing the public(
streets of this city are not aware of
the fact that twenty feet underneath
them there is a sea of water ranging
in depth front one to nine feet, but
this is a fact nevertheless, as the Ohio
river backs up nightly into the under-
groutxl unitary sewerage mans be-
neath the city to that extent, This
Hooding of the huge mains is occa-
sioned by the high stage of the river
at present.
For the past two days Superintend-
ent Kebbler of tke city electric light
plant has had twt men stationed at
the station at Third and Clay. streets
looking after the electrical machinery
which is run for . six hours
each day to force ;be ,A;ack water
out of the sewer ottlits,„ It takes
about that mrany hours to thoroughly
empty the mains, when the machines
are then stopped, and the main outlet
valves thrown open so the sewage
can flow out the %seek' MI.
The sewerage system's main out-
let pipe ends down beneath the river's
surface where Clay street 'Souther the
river bank. When the Ohio gets
higher than the level of the under-
ground mains benegth the City the
river water backs through the outlet
'
into the sewer pipes, the depth in the
mains gradually rising as the reset
gets higher. .
Every day now Superintendent
Kebbler chore inside the pimp ng
station the valve leading to the main
cutlet at the river, and in that man-
ner presents river water from baelts•
mg re sir sewage front pedant*
throughout of the chief outkr. :He
then starts the machinery witch
forces through a second nutlet pipe,
inside the station the sewage and
backwater that accurnmutated •n the
underground mains the night before
1
through the main outlet opening at
the river edge It takes about sin
hours to empty the mains, when the
(GIRL CLAIMS SHE WORKED
valve ia then opened and sewage per-
mitted to escape that way, but while
this is going on the river water backs
in again. This necessitates repeti-
tion the follotang day of the pump-
ing feature.
In seeing how much water was in
the underground mains .het*Sth the
streets Superintendent Kebbter fincle
that at Third and Harrison streets it
is nine feet deep in the pipis, while
at Ninth and Kentucky avenue it is
only three feet. The farther back
under the city the more shallow the
river water backing in, because be-
ginng out where the sewers end
under the residences they are laid
sloping towards the river front.
The Ohio has not yet reached the
high stage that demands the main
outlet valve to be closed altogether,
and the water and sewage forced out
by the pumping station machines
through the second outlet. Mr.
Kebbler has Zell Ross and Riley
Swift -at the station operating the
machinery.
Indicat'ons are that the river will
shortly begin falling, and when it
goes down several feet there will be
no longer necessity of forcing the
sewage out with the pumps. The
river water backing in does not en-
danger the mains, but to the reverse
acts for the good, as in thie manner
the entire system gets a thorough
cleansing each day. Of course if the
riser .uddenly arose ten feet more.
this would back enough water into
the mains to stop them up and toilets
in residence, and business houses
overflow, provided the miain outlet
was not cloaed and the mains got so
fait the machines could not force odt
the river water. But the superintend-
ent ie keeping his mess on the alert and
nothing I ke this can possibly happen.
Several years ago the river filled
the mains before it Nas expected and
serious were the consequences, but
due caution will prevent repetition of
this.
CHARLES MILLER SAYS THAT
CHARLES MILLER STOLE
THE WATCH.
MAN OF SAME NAME
HAS OTHER ARRESTED
C. N. ROPER HAS PARTED
COMPANY WITH HIS
FINE HORSE.
G. A. Bingham, Colored, Charged
With Being Father of Hattie
William's Illegitimate Child.
An ususual thing happened yester-
eay at the police headquarter& as a
warrant was issued showing that
Charles L Miller was having arrested
Charles Miller, the complainant and
accused both being of the same name
but no relation. One charged the
other with stealing his fine gold
watch last 'August. • 1 4%44
Charles L. Miller, who lodged the
charge, is the candy maker and resides
on Tennessee between Sixth and
Seventh streets. He claims that the
other Charles Milller got his watch
six months ago. Officers Johnson
and Cross arrested the accused Char-
ley at Seventh and Kentucky avenue
last evening and locked him in the
c'ty jail.
Candymaker Miller Was out on the
street and the other Miller was close
around when the ticker was taken.
The accused Charles left the city
about that time. going to Louisville.
from whence he returned only a few
days ago. It is claimed that the ac-
cused confided to a friend a day or
two ago that tie got the watch and
this resulted in the warrant. The
one under arrest Was shot eeveral
years ago by Officer Johnson on the
rieer front in this city.
Horse Gone.
C. N. Roper of 10t3 Jones street re-
ported to the officers yesterday that
he had left his horse standing at
Eighth and Broadway and coming
back after a few moment's absence
he discovered the beast was missing




PKTOR resGte. dA.yeigtienrgdtalaynt.hycol rpe y w Saha edarff-
S. Jewell v•. Paducah Traction •• Os, . Gus Rogers on the charge of hamar-
Co. Samuel Spencer is, Padiicah
Traction Co.
Merhatmsater Case.
Judge Reed thought he would de-
cide yesterday the suit Jeseph
Potter against Charles E Bell and
Franke aga nst A. Blind-man. hot he
Is holding up his opinion until the
parties to the litigation iinith mak-
ing up their pleadings. The plaintiff*
have .tot yet filed the copy of the city
ordinances creating the places of
marketmaiter and sewerage inspector.
and the judge said yesterday he
would not render his dcieion until the
pleadings are finished.
County Clark
Wm. liughee has -old to Kate F.
Ilughse for Sficio property in the %Vest
End, and lodged the deed yesterday
for record with the county clerk.
John G Miller, Jr.. qualified as a
j • notary public
June. 34heltatuis has granted power
of ottotoeY to Itecie Edrington.
Joseph Doeberger. -the clothier.
bought from If. V. Sherrill for
Sasso property on If II rattan boule-





To relieve the worst forme of rheu-
m teaspoonfnl of the
Ihtxihie • after tacli meal
ar—"---;TrAecrikinet.
Fienef •Actract dandelion, one-half
ounce; compound kargon. one tinnce:
sartaparilla, thfers
traiii-well in a bottle.
These harmless ingredients can be
obtained from any good phartriaciet.
This prescription, stliteo a well-
knoaefin Stithor'Or. forces the elogged-
:am. inactive kidneat to, filter and
*train fro .the , blood t en,1 nit -.
.w e trustaetter ant. •••I.
Virueee ,rheitmatiene. Relief is felt
fort; the first feveelonew. • - •
1g is said that a person .wlin would
take, this preacriotioa regolarly. a
Siplit or two daily, or esven a fewt
stiddelly releasing the pressuee '-totimes a week, would never have 'seri-
YOUNG WOMAN PROPPV .11;HitAD IN BOARDING HOUSE YES-
TERDAY AT LOUISVW.., X, CLAIMED TO HAVE COME FROM
PADUCAH AND AT ONE TIME TO HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED
BY PROMINENT PHYSICIAN OF THIS CITY—ONE MESSAGE
SAID HER NAME WAS "MARIE" AND ANOTHER THAT SHE
WAS MISS KITTIE O'BRIEN
Parlacahane arc mystified as to who
is the young woman who dropped
dead ye•terday at the boarding house
of Mrs. Murphy of Louisville, as
word came that her first name was
"Marie" and she clamed to have once
been an office girl for a prominent
i hysician of this city. This was fol-
lowed by another meseage announc-
ing she had been identified as Mies
Kittle O'Brien. who claimed ,he was
employed by the Paducah physician
at one time.
Two years ago a well known young
lady, whose first name is "Marie"
was employed by the physician as at'.
office girl. Only bait week the went
to Loll sville to visit friends.- but her
lielatives here do not know at v.-hicnacquantances she is stopping. Her
-people were notified of the message
coming here, and this morning are
working the wir:s to Louisville hrs.-
EAR OF CORN BRINGS Stsci
Iowa Man Gets Money as Prise at an
Exhibition.
onsOgielnev or uftiary disorderv.or
rhetimatism.
Cut ibis out asid preserve it. Good
rheitinstWit prit?eibtions 'which re-
rot,041,1 Dtr,*Eirce. ireienoriogrn
,hen yea nesedih-yon want it badly..—
taniiila 'P&L''
- a 
To exalt one at the Cost of many
is to drag all down.
IC a*risi-&inif-crf kimisathy that
31b2Urt-ititedf -in _a -'srh.
Aines, Iowa, Jan. ii.—Oa hpndred
and fifty dollars was paidttni, an
of corn at Ames today. It is the
highese,priceoever given fat an ear
of corn-and was paid to b. L. Pao',
hal of De Witt. Iowa, who rased the
ear., It Was the prize-vairstfing sear of
the Iowa Corn Growers' asentieirso
show. ThiTty dollars 'MIX paid for
the best' ten ears, raised by &ditto*
- Bennett of Ames. , .
The letwe.t femperature yet record-
ed is that reached reeently by •,K.
Olszewski in .an attempt to flOnliit•
helium. By the aid Of solid hydroge
he coded the gas to 259 degrees C.
under t8o atmospheres' pressure; then
that of the atmosphere, a degree of
cold was creataed which. ,by calcula-
tion from Laplace and Poisson's fo--
Tula, amounted to 271.3 degrees C.
Heliheor yen, did,not
acfilfdliVry a.,S001ei that its boil-
ing point must be below --gee lot
'hat there is little prospect of redticing
it to a liquid.
Seade—You say he left no money?
Elagea—.N'o. You see, he lost his
health getting wealthy, and then he
lost his wealth triing to get healthy.
y .1%AT.;
, 17
nig to get some word front her.
This morning shortly before
o'clock a Louisville message ea d the
girl had been identified as one Miss
Kittie O'Brien, and she claimed
Paducah as her home. As to this
the doctor *aye that while his regu-
lar office girl Was away on her VaC:.:-
tem lao summer, he had anothet
young lady to look after the duties,
and that the latter** friend often
came up there, and he was under the
impress on her name Was Kittie
Offirien. but she did not nork for
him. a
The messages said the young wom-
an had remarked about being em-
ployed by the Paducah physician, who
was called up over the long distance
telephone from Louisville a number
of times last night, but he does not
know who she is, - unless one of the
two mentioned.
A Bettt All-Around.
"The count's rich wife said he
beat her."
"41:s creditors said he did the
same thing to them."—Baltimore
American.
"Dresses and hats!. dresses and
hats!" we exclaimed in at) effort to
be w ttily philosophical. "It is the
eternal feminine." "No," coreected
our exact friend ..rt is the exter-
nal feminine.:—Judge.
„.
"There' a man living on our otreet
who had his stomach taken sous.-
"Good gracious! Should you know
it to look a,t him?" "No. Ti „tell
you the truth„he looks disheartened."
—Lippincott's• Magazine. .
dy .but was released on executing
bond, guaranteeing his appearance be-
fore helve Lightfoot January 21. for
trial. The charge was lodged by
I:attie Williams colored, who claim..
that Bingham i$ the father of )(Cr
illegitimate child: The accused re-
sides on Jones Street and works at a
wholeaale grocery establishment down
in the business part of the city.
"Hit the Grit."
• Bert Summers, a i5-year-old Lid.
did not let Paducah dust remain long
on his feet yesterday after Judge
Lightfoot gave him the alternative of
leasing town or going to jail. The
boy stole a pair of spectacles from
Mark Wilkams, a farmer, and was
arrested, but on account of his tender
Lie the judge, in the juvenile court.
let the chap go. provided he would
r-tt let his face be seen around here
again soon. The boy "got."
Enforced Tourist.
Chief Collins yesterday got from
Covington, Ky., a letter from Robert
Lee Hawkins, who said he was a
"tourist" now and headed for Florida
to spend the winter. Hawkins was
charged with obtaining by false pre-
tenses several dollars from Grocer
Orr of South Third street, several
weeks ago, but Judge Cross started
him on his winter travels by ordering
Hawkins to leave town. The box
cars are still hauling hint.
WATEr NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water company are
remindtd that their rents expired
December 31st., and those who desire
to renew this quarter should do so
before it is forgotten. All premises
not paid for on or before January
toth will be discontinued, and the
cost of shutting off and turning on
water will be one dollar.
PADUCAH WATER CO.
England uses 4,000,000 'pitons of
gum per year far postage stamps.
********************
•
* PERSONAL MENTION. *
**************************
Mr, L. P Head of Eddyville is in
the city.
Mr. George Theobald is in Hot
Springs for his health.
Miss Odic Puryear went to Nast
Ky., last night to visit. ,
Mr. Henry Bishop, the mute, is ht.ef
ffom Memphis for a visit. cstused by
Mrs. Dr. Reynolds has returned
from vi.aiting in Louisville. •
Dr. C. E. Whitesides of Nailv1llt
is in the city on business.: ,
Cot Victor Van de Male is in Ifrom 
htgl
hi sweek' trop on the road.:
Mrs. Farrow of Princeton is visit-
ing her sistc„ Mrs. budge Marble.
?theses Lillie and Cora Graves ,of ,
nMarion, Ky., are visiting i, the this.*
, Miss Fannie Cullom of gasyvillgr i
Keyr.,. has returned home after visitinghe
Mr Spencer Morrow of San Fran-
cisce is here for a few days visiting
his sister. -
Dr. D. G. Murrell yesterday at noon  
returned front his big plantation owl,
, and with him was Re-
LAithiaMIrs.Pielaecy Jordan has returned from Olcott of New York
F-cklyville. where he repa red a press. -yyjal s that building—a dastil-
Dr. Dwight's
tilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rougi
akin. Makes the skin soft, smooti
and white. Removes all blemishes
the cold winds.
to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STOLL.
for a newspaper plant. eiteR411. 
Landis asked as the train
Mrs. G B. Lindsey of St. Louis is'pase'io gni big gray buildings of the
voiting her brother. Mr. John W. Distril—Workhoue.
Scott of Madison street. "Vbeiiive it has something to do
Mrs. E. A. Anderson and child ate 'airth ths.lipor business," M. Olcott
home from visiting the former's Lith-°tlitfiteekM. 'I think it is known as a,
en, Mr. John Duke of Mayfield. rectifying establ shment."
Agent Earl Norton of the Adams- - -ss-------
Kxpress company went to Columbus, A' flashily dressed negro went to
Ind., yesterday to visit his mother. Maj. McDowell's office in the house
Mr. John T. Donovan returned yell- yesierday and asked for a job.
terday from Morganfield where he, yWhareidoyou conic from?" asked
has been on business for the Knights the major.
"I'se from the first state in ther,f Columbus.
Mr. G. I . Cunningham has gone
to his home in Cadiz after visiting
his mother. Mrs. A. G. Cunningham.
of North Sixth.
• Mr. J. M. Wilson, Jr.. has returned
to St. Louie to resume his medical
studies after visiting hie parents on
Clements street.
Mr. Andy George and wife. of
Princeton, are yieiting Mr N. E
Rainey and wife at their home in IA
South Second street.
Mesdames T. P. Holland and Rich-
aid Bard of Fulton have gone home
after a brief visit to Mos. Clarence
Hamlett of North Fifth.
Messrs. J. G. Neuffer and Joseph
Buker were here from Chicago yester-
si;.yr insnecting the I. C's Paducah
siotae, They are aseistant superinten-
dents of machinery for the entire sys-
tem.
STORIES OF WASHINGTON.
Senator Money and several friends
were diactiss ng his coming retire-
ment from public life.
"Who will be your aneceeeor?" Sen-
ator Cttlberson of Texas asked.
"I'm sure I don't know." Senator
Money said. "I'm keeping out 01
the tight."
"I should think you'd be in it."
"Well. you see, there are two can-
didate'," Senator Money said. "There
is Gov. Vardaman. He is a. cousin
of mine Then John Sharp Williams
is a candidate. and he is my tries
cousin. Now you can see why I am
not taking 'an active part in the sen-
atorial campaign in my state."
A small negro boy was butting is
head againee the marble steps of the
capitol. 'He would step back a few
feet and then run toward the steps.
striking them full force with hie
head.
"What on earth are you doing that
for, boy?" asked Senator Beveridge,
who came by. "Are you go ng to
tight a goat?"
'Naw. loth. doin' it 'cause it
feel so when I don't."
-Representative Fred Landis of In-
diana was coming to Washington
over the Pennsylvania railroad thi
union, boss. (tat's where Fee from."
the negro said, drawing himself up
baugtily."
"Oh, you're front New York. are'
you?" .
"No. aah. l'se not; l'ee from Ala:
sate"
"But Alabama is not the first state
in the union"
'Mphabetically epeakin' it is. hives
—alphabetically epeakin• it is."
Dog Days.
Bill—DA you get any frankfurter.'
while you were On your vacation?
Jill—No: I asked for 'cm severa!
times. but they told me they were
out of season.
"That's all nonsense! You we"
away (hiring the dog days, weren't
you?"-o-Youkers Statesman.
The crowns are not for the camp
folios en.
He whos knows how to live know*




Famous White, Dove Flour per1,
Sack  \10
Queen of Pantry Flour per sack .65
County Corn Meal per peck  .15
a Cans Standard Corn for  .25
Gotdeti Glow Peas per can  .to
Golden Glow Beans  .to
6 lbs. Navy Beans for  .as
3 ge Mince Meat for  .25
2 SC Bottles of Extract for 
2 _Pkgs. White Line Wash Pow-
der
lbs Cooking Figs for  .25
6 Bars Octagon Soap and I Bar
White Floating Soars  -
Apples per peck 
Florida Oranges per doz 




63 Copies far Ic
Use our best smutless and smearless carbon papers and you can
get from 175 to 200 clear cut impressians from each sheet. Our beet
grade comes in blue, black and purple at $265 per box.
What better do you want in the way of satisfactory goods at
a low price?
See Our special carbon for pencil use at Sz.00 for zoo sheets_
This does the work as good as ary carbon made.
D. E. Wilsol" 'E'. 'Wok (lib— is Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement: Agent for Whitehall and Agatite Cement
KINIG OF CEMENT"
H. NI. CWNNINGHAM
!Phones. Old 960, New 245 :-: :-: Thirteenth and Adams Street t
•
•








Just sample any 
other per-
fume in town and 
then procure
the same odor 
from us. You'll




know how to 
buy perfumes.
We know how 
to store per-





requisites is what en-
able us to give 
you perfumes
that have not 
detoriated since











lilecause it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Or Si Orl
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by




Wiest Prices Paid far Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everYtking.
asil-seo Court Street. Lila Phan*
LIMA-
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS f HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
1NC0RPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion oat itiadticah.
$8.00 Froern ntehseseReoruinvde r 8: rri ept art!
,1
it is a trip of pleasure, comfoe
and rest; good service, good tab)
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
Far other information apply to Jae









taker of These Valuable Adjuncte
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to Their Man-
ufacture.
"Oh, yes, Indeed, they coots pretty
high." said the &Anis:dal leg maker. "It
Is a beauty, though, isn't it. I venture to
say there isn't another one in Philadel-
phia like it, on or off, and It's as light
as a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoo R.
taller, the creator of artilcial limbs
flourished a leg In the air. He was fat
and smiling, and he spoke with an indis-
tinguishable foreign accent, and every
once in awhile his face beamed with en-
tituslasm.
'They all come to Philadelphia for
them, too," nonontisoed. -We've ene-
tomers from all over Europe. Asia and
Africa. There are lots of leg makers
In the city—at least they call themselves
such, but some of them are not leg mak-
ers at all; they're harness makers."
The august Phi1edelphia leg makes,
purveyer to kings, queens and goiters-
meat officigla, took a little time to allow
the specimens arouud the room. They
were fat and thin, long and short, grime-
tut and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in corners, aceamulating tbe
dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks."
so light and airy that they were waged
to and fro is the breeze.
"You see," continued the leg maker,
"we know how to do things now. We've
got the secret all right. First they chop
down the willow tree; then we cut out
the legs. It takes a heap of P.exible
leather to put the tendons in the right
place. Ste that spring In the ankles?
That's made by the leather tendons.
If you saw one on a man you oould
sot tell the difference. Then the
*bole thing is covered over with fine
pink enamel. Looks natural enough,
don't it" At this juncture a rap came
at the door, and a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds. en-
tered. lie looked smilingly complete.
ant as be lighted a cigarette and shook
hands with tbe leg maker
"Can you rush an order for ma,
double quick?" he asked. "I've come
through a tough fight," he went on.
"You know I always travel with a
bunch of legs and coming up this way
from New Orleans the Pullman cair
was burned and all four of my legs
were lost. I only saved the one I had
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make another set for me double
quick." With an air of languor and
ease the big man stood to have himself
measured.
"Do yo w know who he Isr w
Honed he of the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, he
Is the son of one of the richest women
in the United States He lost his leg
through disease, and he always comes
to Pfliladelphia to have his sets made.
Plain, ordinary boxes do for most peo-
ple to cart their legs around In, bat
he's got fine loather cases with his
name engraved upon them.
"Do many of them go in on such a
wholesale plan" was queried of tho
leg maker.
"Heaps of them," be replied, lams-
'rally. "Some of them can do any-
thing with 'em. There's one young
man in this city who belongs to a
glee club and they tell me he's the best
dearer of Irish jigs in the town. He
was a good dancer before he lost MC
leg, and he's all right yet. No; we
have no lady attendants. We ought
to have. though. What's the reason?
O . benatise there is not one woman
In Philadelphia that I can find who
knows the trade. Pity, too, because
there's money in it A good leg maker
Ought to make at least $25 per week.
*There are six or seven men in pus-
lie life, well known, who wear erne
ficial limns. None bet their Intimate
friends and families know It, however.
One young lady in Philadelphia who
led a number of dances last winter
has an artificial leg. It is easy to
.waltz with one after you learn how to
OP* them.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I started out as a fine carpenter,
doing up banks and public buildings,
and one day I wr nt into a place in New
York to order an artificial limb for a
friend in distress. The maker was a
doctor, strange to say. He sized me
up and I sized him up, and in a short
time I was under contract to work
for him. They can't steal our patents,
either, for it's as hard to make an ar-
tificial limb without years of learning
as it would be for some tinhorn makes
to produce a Stradivarius."
-Ntswedi;'s wife gave rit to him 11OL
and H.:v.). when :lc got home last
alight "
"Gracion -! I thought they never had
-I don't believe they ever
otte of lice biscuits she gave
kini."—Washington Times,
77Mai
CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.
Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the United Stites and
Russia.
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing • leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shall be free front
the influences of either of the groat
sections. It will build the capital lit-
erally from the ground up and ham
selected a site not far from the pretty
village of Dalnety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgety might have slumbered in pas-
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the aesumed necessity of
Australia to have a capital In a place
which nature had designed for • vin
lags. It is St) miles from the nearest
railroad station and even when that
distance le spanned by the tron WSJ
still further connections must be bean
to liuk it with the main Victorian sys-
tem. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
estimates that cost of the railroad saw
sanction 'stalled will be PAWN
and that water supply, public build-
ings and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to $28,000,000. After the
city is built it will be a purely anti-
fetal capital, just as Waahington
but It will have a very muck smaller
population, the assumption being that
It will not exceed 50,000.
An artificial capital, one created by
flat as a result of • compromise be-
tween rival sections or decreed by as-
sumed political necessity is an experi-
ment under the best circumstances and
usually falls short of bcing • Bastrop-
oils. Washington and St. Petersburg
are examples. Washington is simply
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappolated the
expectations of its founders that 11
would become an emporium, a Inlay
mart, a port, a city that should be an
Illustration in Itself of all the activi-
ties of a great and busy country.
Beauty it has, but business it hes not
In population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to taialt of as
On our second or poasibly our third
class.
St. Petersburg, on the other hand.
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1,313,3ia inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1.092,641 by the let
eat census. St. Petersburg le really a
great port, commanding a heavy s-a-
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital witt.
Moscow. The latter has the &mate,
hold on the affections and traditions
of Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine
It is the capital of the Russian heart
Napoleon was right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
neither the United Staten nor Russia
enjoyed when they created their arti-
ficial capitals Its area is fixed and
determined The capital will always
bear the same geographieal relation to
every Australian region that It will
have In the beginning. In this opus-
try the capital is convealretly situated
to only a very small section. The
United States have expanded Into re-
gions that the founders of Washington
thought would be wildernesses for
many generations to come. Similarly
Russia has grown so far and so fast
that St. Petersburg is in a corner very
remote to provinces that are populous
nod progressive, in regions that were
not even Russian when Peter the (heat
began to drive the piles for the foun-
dations of his capital.
The Emir's Capital.
It is reported that the emir of Af-
ghanistan contemplates the removal of
his capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energetic way In which
the present emir and his immediate
predecessor have been manufacturing
guns and machinery the country
around Kabul nag been denuded to such
sn extent that fuel is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which
the emir is reduced by the want of
wood that It is imperative that a new
sits should be obtained, and this will
probably be found In the wooded slopes
if the mountains farther north.
Some Other Rascal.
"Well, Jones, did you get the
pointment?"
"No, sir; they appointed some othog
meal in my place."—Tit-Bits.
A Definition.
"Pa, what is experience?"
"Expertenc.e, my son, is the com-
pound extract of the mean of butting
la."—Tows Topics
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Trade That Once Went to
1.1,7, York Jehns Now
Goes to Cars.
"You'd never guess the difference the
subway has made in our !mine's," said
the oldtime night cab driver, according
to the New Yolk Sun "I should say that
night fares from the theater district ann
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
since last December.
"It used to be that a man In evenine
clothes, especially If accompanied by w
women wearing garments easily soiled
would hesitate before crowding into a
surface car. As for walking from Broad-
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost out of the question. The re-
sult was that the great majority of thea-
ter and opera patrons who could raise
the price went home in carrieges.
"Now it's different_ After the theater
the crowds walk to the restaurants for
lunch, then they drift along to the sub-
way entrance at Forty-second street anti
Broadway or at tbe Grand Central.
"Men and women who would scorn
the elevated or surface cars when in
evening dress do not balk at the subway.
They find the stations and cars generally
clean and roomy, and when they get up-
town where' there is no one to see them
they do not mind walking a few blocks
to save a cab fare.
"Our greatest loss is In Brooklyn pa-
trons. It used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd get a bunch of Brooklyn
people down as far as the Bridge at least.
Then the Brooklyn people had to take
a crosstown car or walk half way across
the town at one end or the other to get
an elevated train.
"Now the subway takes them right be
the Bridge entrance. Why, now one can
go from Forty-second street clear to the
outskirts of Brooklyn without gding
from under shelter if the weather is bad.
"It's going to be still worse for 11
when they get the subway runnink un-
der the river."
Hospitable.
Policeman (to tiamp)—I want you,
name and address
Tramp (sarcastically) —Oh, yer do, do
Ter? Well, me name is John Smith, an'
toe address is Number One, the open air.
If yer call on me rion't trouble ter knock,
bin ;44: - i2Zalit.
THE TALE OF A TALE Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
WITH M. VMALIETTIII.
It started on the small sofa in the
alcove beside the reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. One of them stood on the hearth
rug, with his back to the fire, looking I Branch
down on the other as she sat, finger-
ing the MB. on her lap.
"Why do you want to read it?" she
aPitsd.•
'Because you wrote IV he answered,
with great simplicity,
Bk. frowned. "You ought to say,
It's because my other stories have bees
so successful, and I get such nice puffs
LA the gapers!"
"Those reasons may suMos for the
rest of the world, hut they don't tot
me!"
Two hours later he stood in Wm own
front hall, turning his pockets inside
out by the light of the midnight oil,
then be searched the front steps and
examined the pavements outside, and
finally patrolled a certain street to •
certain house till a cartels small hour
of the morning, when be returned to
his abode littering unholy 'reedit
"What are you looking finer she 4ID•
needed ea entering the &rewires room
the next literatag.
"nothing" he answered, riling Me-
at( treat ma snidest liespeeslea of the
ergot. Rio face was pale, and kin
searellag eye roamed uneaskly over Ile
furniture
"1 tbdight you might have dropped
moseeti she suggested, sensually.
"Oh, no!" he responded delantky.
"Well, what did you alai et icr•
she Inquired.
"Oh!" be said with a start
Nary of yours! It was great—reelp
absorbing! I assure you it kept me
awake until four o'clock this, morn-
And yet it is comparatively short
You must read very slowly! Do tall
me what you like best about it."
"Oh, well." he floundered; "I liked
It all immensely, but what appealed to
me especially was that —ar--scene
where the heroine--sr--gets the boat
of it."
He felt that he was doing well, but
at this point she brought him back to
earth.
"Do you think. ' she asked him, earn-
nest and wide-eyed, "that Giegory
ought to have done to-
-Who?" he asked, staggered for •
moment_ -What?" And then recollect.
lug himstif--"Yea." This stoutly. "I
think Gregory was perfectly iustified;
I don't see how, under the circum-
stances, he could have done otherwise
I am quite certain that in his place
should have done just the same thing.'
"What thine" she asked, as am
poked the fire with her back turned
Then, as he did not answer immedlate
ly, she said gently: "I don't think
you quite understand what scone I ee
(erred to. but ill ahow you In a mo
client if you'll just hand me the MA"
"The MS.' he queried. blankly.
"The MS." she repeated deter
eatnedly..
lie took two turns up and down tb.
MOIR, then faced her, crimson ass
giros t
"I'm extremely sorry to tell yen',"
he said hoarsely, "that your MS le—
(the arctic blue of her eyes froze the
truth upon his lim)—is left behind.-
he finished. "I hope you don't need it
Immediately"
"N—no," ,be admitted; "not to-day,
but I really must dispatch it to the
publishers to-morrow"
"All right," he said. "I'll call is the
morning!"
-With the MS "."' she asked him.
smilingly.
-With the MS." he echoed, despair-
ingly
And as he went out of the bouse he
held a brief ineffectuai conversation
with tho butler, punctuated with a tine-
dollar bill, and then paoed the street
for =any hours—a prey to thought,' of
forgery and flight.
It was the next morning and
been talking volubly and long
ferent ,subjects when she at
managed to get in a word.
"Well," she asked, "have you got
It?"
"What!" he answered quntly The
measles? No! Although you seemed
to think so, judging from the way In
which you avoided me at the reception
last night, and again at the opera aft-
erward. You wouldn't give me as
much as a bow."
"I didn't see you," she told him.
"Where—where was Ir he Inter-
rupted to. explain. "In the dress cir-
cle, on the opposite side, with my
glasses leveled on your box."
-That was a waste of time," she said
impatiently. "and so Is this. What is
the use hiding the truth any longer?
Why will you not acknowledge that
you've lost my Ms.'''.
"Because I haven't!" he-., answered
doggedly. "No!" (As eke stared at
him in amazement) "If that MS. has
disappeared, vanished irreparably, you
are responsible, and you alone!"
He strode to the door, then wheeling
round, faced her.
"If I forgot your story," be said
harshly, "it, was because I was think-
ing only of you. It! was absent-mind-
ad, it was because you were present
If I—or—lost that MS it was because
well! I suppo,se you know it—I had
already lost 'My heart. That's all.
Good-by!"
And he turned to go. But she was
already at his elbow, and there was
somcthIng in her hand—a typewritteo
parcel—n MS.
"It liOld been a pretty bad quarter of
an hoiii:Iiasn't It?" she asked him, and
her eyes were twinkling—"thanks to
your stories and mine. But you're not
going yet?" (For he was turning to
the door knob.) "It isn't late, and be-
sides—"
Here she looked up at him, and---ah,





Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of ow patrons and the citizens of Padocah, we
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the own-
ing Register office at p3 Broadway, where the public is invited to col
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHAB
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE
STATES.









































































good health and this corn-
toned with modern sent an
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your h041he• 'Prime Poiceav
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service aud attention no
matter how small or how large your join
E. D. HANNAN.
Phones set 1311 St- 4th
FREE
•





The E he vening Post s for several y imears...Aee...e secul to re 
pki.rm or .11 
ha Leaelity
FEE1
Governors and has at last succeeded in seedriug them through the aamistasice of the Kee-
h tacky State Historical Society. •
In order tO place these pictures in i permaaeat form, they have been arranged In a
group in an ing-te-dathe All.. showing. Kentucky with the latest census, pictures of
all the presidents of the Vnited States, It niers and Flags of all patios's. steamship MUlea,
statistical data, history of tbe itusarepapan War, also late imams of the Vatted mates. Psa-
i
lm* Canal. Eastern •nd Western Hemisphere, reports of the last three national ceases
and much other historical information.
nig amigos sud volaabGe Atlas I. KM tar ALL SVE1111.40 PO.* SUIIIIICIUM.S.
est new • subseelber gelid gs no for, full year's trobscription by mail or sr.as for az
month's osbeeriptioa. Understand that these rates are by mail only and that the sub-
scription price by carrier or agent is lo cents per week.
The Evening Poet publishes sit or more editions daily and the latest edition Is sent ta
each reader according to the time that It will reach them. •
The Evetitng Post is drat In everything and has the most State news and best
market reports.
For all the people and •gsinst the grafter.
Independent always.
or the Mama.
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Been Published,






Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire, Nt at
Will Stand Reloading.



























Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 31.
Roorts 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-







enlarged our business and
ed to turn out more and
de work. Cleaning, Ditty
,k. C. Rose, Prop.
sso South Third St.
C. MANNINO SEARS, CV.




Rooms 5 and 6, Regiver Building
533 1-1 Broadway, Paducah. Ky.





11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 4rg BROADWAY
TELEP HON ES:
Residence. 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN. Continuous Passage. $4.00:
Unlimited Ticket Se.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $1.5o each, without
meals; boo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room 714, Fraternity Building.





:Will Practice in all Courts tif Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence 8io Broadway.
Phone 349.
PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFE. THE TANANA. CANAL
She of Wales len.ta Husband's Socks
and Sees That He Wears
,em.
Like her mother before her, the
princess of Wales is a arst rate house-
keeper, and though eh, is a very busy
woman socially, Mere are but a few
things in the managemout of her
household which she does not under-
stand and many whitir'N3 pervuusele
edpereitends.
The princess has no Ileing for sit'
tins with idle hands. and ehe Is never
without souls sort of needlework. She
not only knits the prince of Wale/
socks, but sees that he wears them.
Once, for instance. when the prince,
after le long day es ithooting. returned
home tired and wet, the princess was
having her tea and the sportsmen
were all quite ready for theirs, but—
careful wife that she la—the prinewas
would not give her husband any until
ti had-changed his wet boots and
stockings, and he, though laughing aad
protesting, had to do her bidding.
The princess is an excellent mother,
and both she and the prince are very
linxious that their childhen should be
brought up on the simplest Uses pos-
sible. When they are at York cottage
they bay. their little ones with them a
great deal. says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
seed by the small prices. One day,
however, a visitor tell over a hoop be-
longing to Prince tdward, and now
the children have a special play mom
of thetr own.
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
Septile Possasses ILessarkable la-
stinct for !lading Neat-
Lag Ground.
--
During the MMUS! months. leen
May to August. the big emia turtle
lay their eggs In the beech. Time
'some possibly hundreds of miles. asel
If undisturbed, will lead within • few
yards of the same place year after
rear. says Forest and Stream. They
n•awl up the beach in the night and
wake their pest In the sand just above
:110 water 1331tot I have watched
'beau from bablad a saedielle but a few
feet away.
They dig the hole with their bind
flippers. and after covering It over.
Grit Sluing It with eggs, they will get
• few feet and make another place, I
always thought as a blind, for one
looks just like time other. They lay
each month usually during Hee high
.ides cf that month, basemen' in May
and ending is August, from III to lie
Mee
Dallas On summer I need sad
brought into camp 2.754 I Pelt
some In the sand near our camp sad
in 27 days tbe top eggs batched, the
rest In three days more. Tbe UtVi
turtles would dig out, raise tbetr
U. beads sad sniff the air a moment.
then start for the river, 100 yards
away. It was always • mystery to me
sow • turtle could find the same place
on the shore. When a short distamee
out at sea it all looks alike—just sandy
ridges, with scrub palmetto aad smarm
grass.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Siberian City That Comes Near be
Being Worth a Pew Days
Se)ourn.
--
Tomsk, Siberia, is not suab a dread-
ful place. A traveler writes of it:
"After leaving the governor wet paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk in order to
complete our outIlL We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Cau-
casus, tea from Chins—only 400 valise
away, and brought by a sledge or
drosky by the overland trade routes
Ant opened by Peter the Great—and
many kinds of goods from Germany
such as kodaks, photographic material
sad all kinds of up-to-date articles.
'We also paid a visit to a barber,
who could compare favorably with one
of the first-class barbers in the west
end of London, and was quite as dear
charging us a shilling for a shave and
a haircut. I was in every way very fa-
vorably impressed by the town. With
a population of about 10,000, it is as
rich in churches and public buildings
as any English or American town with
See times the number of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university is
an imposing building and contains two
faculties—those of medicine and law
This capital, in fact, takes the third
piece in educational importance In the
empire"
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the sequoias
thousands of years old, have been pre-
served to this day because of their
enormously thick bark: From time tc
time, in the course of ages, forest
fires have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, yet only
scorching for a couple of Inches' depth
or so the almost fireproof bark. The
names having carbonized that much of
the lark, could not penetrate farther
for the carbonized portion formed as
absolutely fireproof wearing for the
remainder of the interior bark.
Hark of Degeneracy.
efitebett — Young hicSeedey, who
went through the fortune his parents
left him, was arrested to-day for steal-
ing a dollar.
Gauss—What degeneracy! His fath-
er sever thought of taking less than a
million.—Spiart Set
Back in Chicago.
Dearborn—And did you shake tbe
dust from your feet when you left New
York!
Wabash—Well. I don't know that I
shook it from my feet essetlY, but
know I got rid of all the dust I had, al/
t1 14—Y9-11-.—"D WAWA& —_
NAVIGATION OF THE PROPOSED
ISTEMLAN WATERWAY.
Some Interesting Particulars Of Its
9onstruction and Probable
Length of Time It
• Will Take.
To make it possible to pass a able
from ocean to ocean, even by a high-
ievel design, will require from six te
eight , ears, and by one at sea level
ten years, though possibly 12. Nehicb
of the two types, all thing's considered
Is the better is a question requiring
great thought for the proper answer
writes William Barclay Parsons, le
Century. On the one hand, there are
required a greatly increased invest
ent of capital and some delay in time
aeliough the latter in the life of suet
an enterprise is probably of euial
amount. The deciding factor ell
probably be the practical usefuluesi
of the type when completed. No mat
ter what the design, the canal canno
be navigated its entire length by la.rgi
steamers with the freedom tha
they pass up and down a brow
river. It is contemplated tha
the width of the canal at tie
bottom shall be about 160 feet
giving a width on the serfage of Iron
SOO to IMO feet, according to the fiat
sees of the side slopes, dependent co
the varying local character of the rod
et earth through which the easel wit
be dug. As large modern steamen
leave a beam of 75 fest, it Is ()below
that two such vessels cannot peas eat*
other in lb* regular channel.
On arriving at either terminus (hi
ship will report to the harbor mastei
for a permit to pass, and, if she be a
sailing vessel, for a tug to take he
through. After an inspection, the tak
ing on of coal, supplies and a pilot, as.
being niesaured for and paying tol
charges. the vessel will then receive ai
order entitling her to proceed. Thli
order will be like a train order on a
single-track railway, giving authority
to go to a certain voila. sad there
either to meet and pus a ship coming
from the other end or to draw to OM
esde and permit the other ship to pass,
or to get other orders to proceed fur-
ther The passing of ships will be ar•
ranged by coastrucUee "sidings:" that
Is. widening, of tbe channel late
which • vessel can draw and moor tc
clusters of piles. When the passing is
mule the vessel then advances to the
Dist siding where a veered is expected,
all of which well be controlled by tele
erephle orders fro& a central die
patehera once. where there will be 4
chart showing Ow whet position of
any ship at any time. corrected in
staatly by &deices received from the
local stations. Along the banks there
will be semaphore signals by day and
lights by night, indicating the position
at obstructions or vessels alma so as
to prevent collisions.
On arriving at a lock the steamer
.111 find a structure similar In prInci
lie to the small canal locks with
which the reader is familiar, but vast-
ly larger. These locks will have a
length of about 1,000 feet and a width
In the clear of 100 feet. In order to ac-
commodate not only the steamers SIX
feet long now building, but to allow
for such Increase In site as may be
realised. The gates closing the lock.
at the down-stream end will have a
height equal to the depth of tte canal
the height to lift, and, say, ten feet of
earplug, or a total of 75 to perhaps lee
feet, according to conditions—dimen-
sions tar in excess of those of any
ether lock gates In the world. As soon
.ai the lock ix entered and the ship
made fast so that it cannot be morel
about by the in or outrusbing water,
and yet may rise or fall with the
change of level, the great gates behind
her will be closed : d water admitted
Into the /ode from the higher level or
drawn off into the lower as the vessel
is ascending or descending. When
the new level is reached the other
gates are opened, and once more the
vessel continues her journey between
banks crowded to the water's edge with
the wild tangle of a tropical jungle or
the long-leafed Martha treat set out is
regular rows In plantations. On arriv.
ing at the far terminus the pilot is
dropped and the vessel disappears al
bell•
1.Wilirfintel
ilfrinth Peasant ad HIs Own'
Idea of Prancees Principal
Danger.
The French peasant who, .since the
days of the revolution, has turned all
France into a kind of walled garde',
is still closely in touch with nature,
and In spite of agitators and politi-
cians, his presence in the suffrage, to
which he brings the sense and cunning
Of the fields, makes for national
health. In proof of this, says Youth's
Companion, is a little scene reproduced
by sue of the authors of "Sketches on
the Old Road Through France to
Flarence."
Between Argentan and Alencen !be
writer fell to conversing with a peas-
tat who, with immense patient*, was
engaged in stirring the earth with
vigor into harvests. He alas professed
himself Interested in poliUes sad sea
*orates. aad willingly talked on these
sabjects.
"There is sob ow UAW the IPow
ant said, at last, "that France has
to fear."
"You mean." said the writer, "this
religions wrestlers—Use dispute with
church and pope?"
"No, 1 dmi't mean that"
"Do you think there's any fear of
mother German war?"
"I goiet knew. I wasn't thinkfmg
that."
suppose you ars not afraid of mo
Nalisair
"Not at Ill,-
"Well, that, what is the sal: thing
Prue* has to fearr
'Hall." wild the peuant, sad went
a. digging.
American Bank in Japan.
An American bank in Japan, as a
arofitable enterprise and a great aid te
the American manufacturer, is a stir
gestion from C. A. Francis of the
Higher Technical school of Tokio, who
also advises his fellow-Yankees tø
itudy Japanese manufacturing condi-
tions and seeds. One Tokio shop em-
ploying from 15 to 90 workmen makes
by hand a sewing machine which is
claimed to be better than a famous
American product of which It is a
copy. It is sold for nine yea, while i
poor quality of the American machine
coats from 40 to 50 yen. Now shall
Uncle Sam's agents demonstrate that
their companies make certain machine
tools which do this work cheaper than
they are now doing it and that no
more capital will be needed in the la-
mellae of the plant?
Army Xitchens.
Traveling kitchens, which have
long been in use in the Russian army
and which did much to increase the
comfort of the soldiers during the long
battlet of the recent war, are now be
Big tried in the French maneuver!.
with a view to their introduction into
the French army.
' Canadian Horses in China.
It Is found that horses from Can
ads become acclimated In China more
readily than those which are import
ad from Australia, and they seem ta
take more naturally to the seed IMO
11.1115441111Malliom
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
tiagessious Apparatus for the Omen*
ell Distant Ileetrie
Power.
Telekthe is the invention of Dee
Bernardo Torres Quevedo, a diode
/Walled Spanish engineer, who haa
been experimarating successfully with
apparatus for the control of Ilia
tent electric power by means of wira
leas telegraphy. He intends to ap
ply his Invention to vessels and made
his public trials with them. The
transmitting station was a wireless
telegraphic apperatue. The boat car.
rfod a battery of accumulators, a mo
tor for dieting the propeller, another
tor the rudder, and two servo motors
for operating Um mechanism of time
ether motors. The Servo motors were
eounected directly with the telekino,
wherewith they formed • single ap
peratus Hertz wives were received
by the telekino, this controls the serve
motors, which west currents either is
control the rudder motor or the pro
pellet motor so as to govern both the
lteering and the propulsion of the
boat. Taking up Lis position at the
transmitting station, Senor Queerede
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon Use host. reetathinie
ruinous press reprematatives, as If by
magic, slowly moved forward, grads'
ally attaining • high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking. advancing, or re-
*ding just as if It were being gelded
by an expert steersman The beat ins
ecuted all manner of maneuvers with
eut a hitch under the sole soldance of
the investor ea shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
two Who Na.. ig/rVild Uncle Sam
In That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the many instaneas
where faithful service has proved a
barrier against interference for politi-
ca? reasons with the service of a
Massachusetts postmaster is that at
John S. Pay. of Marlboro. who ham
been is charge of that oaks since
April tt, 15116, when he was appointed
by President Johnson at a salary of
111,100. He had beep successively re.
appointed, twice by Grant, once by
Hayes, Arthur, Harrison and McKie.
ley, and awn under Mr. Cleveland's
special ears in each of his two terse.
Mr. Pay has over two years yet to
servo nailer the reappointment gives
by PresIdeat Roosevelt February 38,
1003. whoa the salary vu &doused to
$2,600 per year.
Milo T. Whicheeter Is believed 'a
hold the long-service record as post-
master. He is still performing his du-
ties in charge of the one* at South
Amen La. Duchess county, New York
under the commission first given him
July 10, 11149. The record was held far
marry years by Roswell Beardsley al
the North Limning (N. T.) office. Ile
was appointed June Id, 1828, and
served until his death, November
1902, at the age of 93.
Liquor and Insuranes.
At the annual meeting of the Ale
stainers' and General Insurance cos
pasty held in Birmingham recently the
chairman announced that the toortall.
ty rate, favorable to the oompan'y, os
the lives Insured had again been main
tamed and that in the 21 years of the
company's existrines the mortality had
not yet 'towelled N par ant. of what
might hats bee* expected from the
ordiaary standard table of the Ia.*
We of Acturies, width »presentee
as enormous arise et Interest on sap
nal that atherwies "veld have bees
pain in dams. Be attributed the eat,
inhectory snootaiity record largely t4
the meshing abstaining from the use
at eleoleolle Veresr.
Ileatrialty in Illharia.
Almost all the tom in Siberia are
haying are Mitts for street ere and
linesedeeeerat lights for bowies, ami
the larger proportion of the people la
Siberia have never Mime res, which





Leave St. Looks  ......21Ptitti UAL
Leave Chicago . • Irma sall.
Leave C,abonciale  ii :so a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
coRRECTED MAY 30, 1926.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Leave Cincinnati-  8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisvill*  mot p.m.
Leave Owensboro






Leave Pr-eceton  4:55 •P•ra.
Arrive Paducah . 6:10 p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m.
At-rive Fulton  7:20 p.m.
Arrive G:bbs, Tem  8:06 p.m.
Arrive Rives  . 8:13 p.m.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 1:10 p.m.

































14C3RTH BOUND N. Ica
Leave Nevi` Orleans  7:10 p.m..
Leave Memphis  6:4.1 a.ne
Leave Jackson, Tem  8:07 a.m.
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton  70:15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  11:20 a.m.
Leave Paducah  31:25 a.
Arrive Princeton  32: p m.
m.
Arrive Hopkinsvilie  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Nashville 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Evansville  93:4235 
p.m.
Arrive Central City 










No. 104 No. in
51:15 am,  •
8:5o p.m
10:10 p.m.  •
11 :58 p.m.
12:35 am. 6:oo
143 a.m. 7:40 &JO.
48 am, 7:50 1.21




31 a.m.. to:33 ILAIL
4:30 sm. 11130 GAL
S:13 ass. st:511
II:so a.m. '4:55 paa.




























NORT BOUND ror-8or '35-833
Leave Nashville   8:zo am.
Leave Hopkinsvile  11:20 cm.
Leave Princeton • 2 :35 p.m_
krrive Paaucah  4:15 m
Leave Pa4urah  615 pm.
Arrive Cairo . 7:45 p.m.
Arrve St. Louis  7:20











Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m.
940 P.m




Leave Paducah  7:30 a.m.











• • • ••••• • •
Trains marked (e) ran daily except Sunday. All other trams ran
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cloches*.
Memphis and New Orleans: trains ici and los Weepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Soi and &es sleepers betwees
Paducah and St Louis. Train Sol connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further information. isdiefiedi
I. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah. Ky.
R. U. PRATHER. Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah. Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A.. IA siivine. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT', A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tens
. 9. G. HATCH, G. P. A-, aim% MIL
W. H. BRILL. D. T. A.. al- Usk. IIIIIb
EDGAR kW.I,WHIT,TEIVIORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL /MAW.- VESTKRN KENTUCKY PARial 1M/1
MIONTMLY PAYMENT LOTS PORIPMESTMENT. wernew
uNiVOCY REAL ESTATE JOURIVA. AND PRICE UST




Steam and Not Water Heating.
Moe 133. 220 N. Third
j COIELsON,
I LIMBING1111




$2.50, $3.00 and $3.50 Razors for 87 cents.
Sample Razor Sale Going On.
AT
McPherson's Drug Store
87C 8 7 C 8 7 C 87C 
87C 87c 87c 87c 87e 87c 87c 87c 87c Fe
e 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c
87c. 87C 87c 87c 87c 87c 8
7c 87c 62c 87. 87c Sc 
87c 139c 87c 87c 117c 87c 87c 
87c
A.•
Our window is loaded with S
alespep's Samples Razors, arson 
ging in price from Soso to
..
Your choice .,r• 
These Razors e imported 
n*4E0 
ffiported fro ny and Sheffield, 
England.
ar 
EVERY RAZOR GUARANTEED 
ANOVAILY BE EXCHANGED IF 
NOT SATISFACTORY
Big Stock of Shag Supplies at the 
Best Prices
1,200 Sample Razor Stro*,1 Worth 
$1.50 and $230. A COMPLETE





=ett sharpened free. Br ing in
 your





GENERAL RAISE IN VALUE
OF BUSINESS PROPERTY
CITY BOARD OF SUPERVI
SORS MADE GENERAL 
RAISE OF
TEN PER CENT II* VALU
AT ION OF ALL REALTY
 ON
BROADWAY BETWEEN FiRRST 
AND SEVENTH AND A
RAISE OF FIVE PER CENT 
ON ALL GROUND ON' P
IPIT.
SBOCAND, THIRD. FOURTH 
FIFTH, SIXTH AND SEVENTH
BETWEEN KENTUCKY AVE 
NUE AND JEFFERSON STREE
T.
A sweepeing increase in the 
assess-
ment of real estate for munici
pal tax
porposes down in the business 
portion.
ef the city was made yesterdly 
morn-
ing by the board of city 
supervisors.
ishen the members of that body 
ord-
eed that a raise of ten per 
cent be,
made on all realty along both 
sides
of Broadway between First 
and Sev-
enth streets, and a raise of five- 
per
cent on all property on First,- S
ec-
ond, Third, Fourth. Fifth. Sixth 
and
I-eventh streets between 
Kentucky
avenue and Jefferson streets. 
This
eeneral district raise will increase 
the
a- se 5 5ment by about eaco.00ts 
The
raise is made to care for the 
increas-
ed valuation of property for tee 
next
four years. All other real and 
per-
sonal property in the city. where
raises are justifiable. will be increased
by piece.
, he new law adopted a year or
leeo ago proVidesohat the city bo
ard
ef supervisors shall, during their sit-
ting in January, fix a valuation on
all real estate. This valuation is 
not
to be changed for four years, but
the supervisors can raise yearly the
valuation of the buildings put on the




Son of Wealthy New Eagle and
Harvard eradiate Worked
as Laborer in 'funnel.
New Your, -Jut. is -Chantille
Sears Bullard, a member of Geld
and wealthy New g'IgLerrtl
ind a graduate of Vard, whilawitie
name BuRaed has EEL ,welirlitibwn
for many years, die,i),Ro'IiituAtoy
the New York liospitarliiAlPR'clit-
soot d:sease," contracteld,orhile work-
mg as -a laborer in thetnifoRrinia
lEast river tunnel.nlffriltiteseries 26
'ears old and was
•Bulla40 pre of the-
A.4trese cfoinpany o mbeidge,
who is now abeo
Last week the ung mattalfris
man at the wed g of his brot
Arthur, which -as a faohionable
recut. He the i• anse to Nat York.
He had been o red a--chamlie to ens
• ler financial life, but Isere he elm
•fo try to ga:n practical
of bagineering through a CO
ford D. Lacey, mechanicai ,S
leAdent of the Pestasolgal tunnel.
was to "Agin the w at-the
lioatom. and on Monday he started.
//with pick and 'shovel. He mho
effect at tile end of tlat
hat on Tuesday the onase
so aggravated a chronic liklease from
advich he suffered that e ;lied at the
*opital to which he was removed
?when it was foundeheieleutiugts When
clothes were marched his ittetiiity
Iona learned, and the family were
I informed a 4•••• enors before hts death
/ A ennein !ivies/ here *moored ,t
, have the Voile cn .c, Boston.
eiblbilk=1/1
This law includes esery foot of 
real
estate in the city.
This' is the January during whic
h
realty assessment raises can be ma
de
No more increases on ground c
an
be put on until January, tote As
this realty down in, the business.sec-
t•on is yearly increasing in value,
this ten and five per cent general
district raise is made in order that
the city can get taxes on property
which gradually increases daring the
corning four years. The supervisors
believe it better to make the general
raise now than to wait until mit and
then raise every piece about thirty
or forty per cent.
Outside this eistrict mentioned the
supervisors will raise the valuation
Of eiery piece of property. piece at
a time, according to the merited in-
crease. • -'11111111.1.11,11
Many property owners notified yes-
terday of this general raise down in
the city were satisfied. they being the
ones owning the ground.
Between now and tole when im-
provements are made and buildings
cut on any property over town, the
valuations can be raised on the im-
provements, but the figures now fixed
on realty cannot he akeresl dried
Behnly, one of New York's
haat tailors, is at Solanies's shop.
Ho is the finest coat maker that ever
aunt to this city. We ask all pat-,
r•ns to give us a trial.
• $01.010ON THE TAILOR.
513 South Third St.
A Skating One.
Yvette Gailbert, the famous French
ectress. is an excellent skater. • In
the Bois de Boologne. in Paris, there
is an ice where Mane. Guilberes
skating is one of the principal attrac-
tions.
Talking about skating in New York
one day. tine. Guilbert said:
crtoie,-.2,01y1firffugh persereverance
that one leaikettr skate wellm f am
one lurR"ot#1.-rm4 otwOre than
te. " rT' •
iff rnir girl-
Od, 'be A:44**nel had
ever been he ice. Iaim returoing
bogie one aIttiselided oafinilsos, and a
kind did an get up anicoSered
s • ' ft.'..-
FshoOk my head, and the old tztad
fed -A good deal when T.said:
No, thank you. F ye been skatin
nd L'm tired sitting down.'" •
Uplinesx without honesty is erypo•
crisy,
tosioossies s...
' 'The Welsh •Fusillierso British army,
were worried the other day by
false report that their 114ash" was to
be taken from them. 'The flash is a
knot of black ribbon, worn at the
lviectoof •the collei by that regment
only, and is the last survival of the
ot pigtail, the ioldier kying th- end
o °flit in black silk in ordtt to keep the
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REWARD
We feal that our reward has been great for mak-
ing the fearful cut in our clothing prices. We de-
sire to thank those who have already bought and to
advise those who haven't, to at once take advan
atge of this wonderful price-reduction opportunity
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
$10.00 Buys a SUIT that formerly sold for $15.00
$ 8.34 gets you one I regularly sells for $13.50
$ 6.66 is now the I A. , our regular $10.00 ones
?$ 500 is the price of'? . ° $7.50 Suits or Overcoats
- • •




SAYS POPE PIUS IN A LET-
TER TO THE FRENCH '81S1 
CATHOLICS•
Churcn. He Says. Cannot Accept Plan
Proposed by the French
Government.
Rome. Jan ii -The Osservatore
Rornaeo today published the text of,
an encyclical addressed by the pope
to the French Catholics In this
document the Pose* seed that his
chief object in addressing the faith-
ful tu France was to comfort them in,
their sufferings, which he felt deeply.
There was, however, great console-
•tion in the fact that the Catholics
must be prepared for all sorts of trials
but they were certain of final victory.
This meant the maintenance of their
un -on with the holy see, which was
of the greatest importance. as shown
by the efforts of the enemies of the
church to dissolve this union
Contrary, to the statements made on
the subject, the church did not desire
a religious war, involving persecu-
tions. Being a messenger of peace
and carrying out her mission loyally,
the church did not willingly expose
herself to war and persecueons, as
she did not desire to see her children
suffering
Regarding the ecclesiastical prop-
erties, the encyclical said the pope
had not abandoned them. The French
government had imposed on the
Catholics of France an organization
which the church was absolutely un-
able to accept without imperiling her
ex stence as a divine Matitation. The
church 'could not prevent the unjust
epoliat ion in progress, for as the
proposed cultural associations were
opposed to ehe hierarchy establiebed
by Christ, the pope condemned them,
in spite of the consequent material
injuries involved at the hands of the
government.
The stateme;t04bat 'the latter" die-
posed of !hes., cloned" properties
of the chustelvoitat adding derison to
spoliation. it as false to state that
the Pontiff cosidenmed in France
whit he approved ift Germany, as the
German Cultural Association,: Were
merele tolerated, although they
recogniFed the hierarchy, which was
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Dec. to. et the Standard Club rcrms
with initials I., G. it Finder return
to this off cc.
FOR RENT-New brick bouse
nit Jelersonooti desirable rooms and
very deeirdhlec; Lillie, by month
year. +141j.'ll.tii/W,
WTI ORS *041. ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
or
"FOR RENT-Elegant flats, Sev
enth and Broadway. Apply to B.
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of at aol 35; citizens of United
States, of goo character and tem-
perate habits. -who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., 118 Frs.
ternity building.
The boly see might have tolerated as
annual declaration for the ex-
ere:se of public worship, al-
thought it clod not offer a legal guar-
antee that the exercise of pubto wor-
ship would tie permitted, had it not
been for the impossible position in
which M. Briand's circular placed the
parish priests.
ASSIfiNft'S
Under orders of the McCracken
curt, I will, on and after this
offer for sale -Os any quantity to cult
purchaser the entire stock and fix-
tures. of- theHawkins' restaurant and
cafe at 412 Broadway, at privato seie.
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The towboat S. H. H. Clark cot
aoay from Golconda yesterday. her
•7'onier having been repaired It
h. kr the night before and compelled
her to go to OW bard. 9he has a
fleet of empty coal boats %lie is taking
back to Louisville.
Yesterday the disabled Henry liar-
r, was brought down from Kuttawa
to this city, where a new shaft is
being made to displace the broken
uric which cracked several days ago
while she was at Kuttawa She was
towed down here by the J. B Rich-
ardson, which iremediately cleared
yesterday for Evansville. out of which
city she runs up the Cumtrer:and
r:ver.
At 5 o'clock this acternoon the
'team" Kentucky Wete out for thc
Temseeeee river. She comes back
next Thursday night.
The Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock, comes back
tonight and lies until Monday before
de ',her return that way.
Yeller went tci ans-
ville re :Ind comes back to-
wort
The ta ce goes down today
en route from, Cncliinati to Nfem-
The Peters Lec, gets to Cincinnati
Aionday„seud leaves there WedneadAy
en to014 this way for Alosalihis
f
-Mr. John Murray. the beick man
is very ill with stomach trouble at his
bowie S-oeli Seventh.
-The annual reprot ni the Paan-
elh postoffice shoos the receipt• dur-
kuit II were $10191 19, an increase
of $6,5o8.78 over mos.
-Major E. If. Cooper. the lecturer
f-oni the Aeadeniy of Science of Chi
care addressed the high sclitull pa
pus yesterday mooting eery Meteor-
lively. The school library fund was
swelled by $75 through the lectures
he gave Thursday afternoon said ev-
ening for benefit of the fund
-Secretary Jap Toner of the Clair
ity club says tbe cold weather befogs
calortubishnirfromandthaes
Pw't he re PI echo?. le. #1 ;7,irr(1.sm#11..
exhaueied. he would like to ,be tele
phoned by any psrson who has gar-
ments of any kind they care In donate
the club in helping the good work.
-Mr. C N. Robbins. the (vriersti
elusion exam'ner whose hesdquarters
have been here for two years. yester-
day got order, from Washmoton to
triove his dffice to Cairo. which ;s
roarer the eenten of his terrioe
titan Padncali This eitee office











• i-Manager JoinMeech:et of the 
SI 
crlf
company reetcrday ailuoiniced that
ti•nce thinking over this matter he '
had reconildered hi. osiesoujostiel 4`.1b.•:.
net to have a bast ball club here
year, and wowid try to get sent)c irfor•ri
man to get up ancratimage..als iris- • --
pendent club. if poseible. 4.4t,k
gone concloeion there will not' istitsolf
reorganized ror this year the y'•ty
league in which Paducah hrikr-Ie4(






Pittsburg Coal Co.** Ludo Coal,.
sheds, 
prbiusitiadisoda"StiellW1114:•14110f,
old 339, new 335. j •. • .1 • lairee
BRADL4T.:,)i#,(44-)es'
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